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CHA.PTER I 
THE PROBLEM AM) ITS SCOPE
The problem. Biological Science has, for years, 
been one of the major sources of expenditure in the instruc­
tional supplies portion of the secondary school budget.
Many of us, at one time or another, have been in a high 
school science room and seen the rows of glassware, and the 
pieces of equipment stacked about on shelves or stored in 
closets. Unfortunately, the expenditures for this equip­
ment have not always been made wisely. Changes in educa­
tional philosophy have brought about an increased emphasis 
on the activity type of curriculum, with its consequent in­
crease in activity type materials. As early as 1931 Holy 
and Sutton in their study of science equipment stated 
that
The trend in recent years has been decidedly from 
science instruction as a textbook course toward the 
experimental type, and the subsequent corollary has 
been an increasing emphasis upon the essential tools 
in conducting laboratory experiments.
Notwithstanding the causes of the change in in­
structional method, the trend is toward laboratory 
teaching, and the items of laboratory apparatus are 
receiving more attention. As a result of this change
T. C. Holy, and D. H. Sutton, "Lists of Essential 
Apparatus for Use in High School Science", Ohio State Uni­
versity Bureau of Educational Research Monographs. No. 15. 
(Columbus, Ohio; University of Ohio Press, 1931) p.2-10.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in emphaaia, those in charge of providing the appar­
atus immediately find themaelvea pressed for an answer 
to the question. What are the most essential items of 
laboratory apparatus for each of the four major high 
school sciences?^
Setting of the problem. If an investigator were to 
visit several of the small high schools in Montana and poke 
around in dusty storage rooms and closets, he might find 
crates of biology equipment which was used but little, or 
possibly not used at all. It is frequently the case that 
a biology teacher, having a particular slant or philosophy 
of teaching, will acquire a piece of apparatus (often rath­
er expensive), which he or she believes to be essential to 
achieve the objectives set up for the course. Perhaps in a 
year or two he leaves and, before leaving, packs everything 
away for the summer. When the new teacher arrives the next 
fall and prepares the equipment for use, he comes upon this 
particular item, and not having been trained in its use, or 
not seeing its usefullnesa in the same light as his prede­
cessor, offers a vague self promise that he»11 try to find 
some use for it during the year, and proceeds to find the 
moat remote corner possible to get it out of the way. Dur­
ing succeeding years the apparatus gathers dust and falls 
far short of giving value received to the taxpayer. In this 
manner a considerable portion of the tax dollar is spent
^ Ibid, p, 2
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and aorne of it la wasted. There have been inatancea In 
which new equipment haa been ordered and received, and 
while it ia being unpacked with the aid of the janitor, he 
mentiona having aeen aomething like that in an old box "way 
back in that corner of the boiler room", Subaequent aearch 
verifiea the fact that there waa auch aerviceable equipment 
in the school.
The small high schoola of Montana in general have a 
fair amount of equipment, but in too many caaea their choice 
of items reflects a lack of knowledge of the baaic equip­
ment necessary to achieve the objectives of a biology 
course. However, they should not be saddled with the blame 
for auch conditiona, There are a considerable number of 
equipment lists in existence, (which will be discuaaed later) 
but for the moat part, theae lists are too elaborate for 
the needs of a small high school. A atudy of theae lists 
showed one or two which might fit a small school budget, but 
they were developed too long ago to include certain essen­
tial items of visual aid equipment developed in recent 
years,
Statement of the problem. The main purpose of this 
study is to develop a minimal list of biological science 
equipment suitable to the needs of the small high school.
In order to achieve this, the following questions were for­
mulated as a means of attacking the problem:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1. What are the ohjectivea of a one-year courae in bi­
ology as recommended by authoritiea?
2, What apecific itema of equipment are recommended by 
the authoritiea?
3* To what extent have theae authoritiea agreed on 
what equipment itema are neceaaary for a courae in 
biology?
4. What itema of equipment are on hand in Montana 
high achoola?
5. What are the opinions of Montana biology teachera 
regarding the value of apecific itema of biological 
visual aid equipment?
6. How do Montana biology teachera rank the value 
of eleven of the moat important visual aid equipment 
itema ?
7. What ia the coat of individual equipment itema 
that might poaaibly be included in a amall school 
inventory?
8. What should be the recommended equipment for a one 
year courae in biology in amall Montana high achoola?
9. How much will the itema included in this list coat? 
It ia hoped that the answers to the above questions
will aid in the development of the H a t  of recommended e- 
quipment.
The a cope. Inasmuch as a aearch of the Montana 
State University Education School Library divulged no
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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profeaaional work having been done on thia or any other 
problem in biological acience, the field waa open to atudy,
A preliminary survey of the problem showed the poa-
aibility of several ramificationa; i.e., finances, teaching 
methods, in-aervice teacher training, teacher qualification, 
use and misuse of visual aids, storage and care of equip­
ment, and several other potential problems. The main rea­
son for the choice of the problem lay in its practical value 
to Montana small high school administrators and biology 
teachera•
It is well to keep in mind, however, that the biolo­
gy teacher ia the primary motivating force in the teaching 
situation, and the effectiveness of the various equipment 
items depends a great deal upon his or her astute use of
them. It is entirely possible that in most caaea the e-
quipment is only as good as the teacher who administers it.
Delimitations. The scope of this study included 
only Montana high achoola ranging in population from twen­
ty-five to two hundred and seventy-five students. It ia 
not the purpose of thia study to discuss equipment specifi­
cations, nor will it include any discussion of care and 
storage of equipment, or use of equipment and visual aids.
Assumptions. In order to arrive at a definite prob­
lem to be solved, certain assumptions had to be made.
First waa the assumption that the majority of the amall
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
schools In Montana are severely limited by meager budgets 
in their purchases of science equipment, and, therefore, 
have to limit their acquisitions to the bare essentials 
neceaaary to a one-year course in biology. Also necessary 
was the assumption that in the majority, if not all, of the 
cases, biology ia offered as a one-year course. It is also 
assumed that many of the experiments are performed on a 
demonstration basis, either by the instructor, by a small 
team of students, or by an individual* Therefore, many of 
the items would not have to be acquired on a per student 
basis, but rather on a single, demonstrative type basis.
It may further be assumed that since most of the smaller 
schools in Montana exist in a rural or semi-rural situation, 
the opportunities for acquisition of living materials and 
specimens in the immediate vicinity of the school are 
great. As Dr. Browman of Montana State University said,
"An imaginative instructor could spend at least two weeks 
on the school grounds alone". Also along this line of 
reasoning, field trips can be planned and executed with 
greater facility and leaa expense than in an urban situa­
tion, due to the proximity of suitable areas for exploration 
and collection of materials and specimens. Montana, among 
other states, enjoys a considerable advantage in that re­
spect not often appreciated by its biology teachera.
3 Personal interview. Dr. Ludwig Browman, June, 1952,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Importance of the atudy. There are a conaiderahle 
number of biology equipment liata in exlatence aa found in 
biology textbooka, biology teaching method textbooka, bi­
ology supply house pamphlets, current periodicals, and atate 
couraea of atudy. However, few. If any, of these llata were 
developed with the small school and a limited budget In 
mind. In the greater majority of caaea they are quite e- 
laborate and contain Itema which are far beyond the means 
of the aforementioned type of school.
A atudy of the existent literature showed a lack of 
recent treatment of the subject. There appears to be a 
definite need for some sort of equipment list suitable to 
the needs and finances of the amall school. Too often the 
question la asked, "How much will It coat?", rather than 
"How good la it?"
Definition of terma used. A clear understanding of 
the meaning of the following worda and phraaea will enable 
the reader to become better oriented with the problem:
1, Small Montana high school ia Indicated aa that 
school having a student population of one hundred and 
twenty-five or leaa.
2, Minimal equipment includes those eaaentlala of 
equipment neceaaary to assist the teacher in achieving 
the stated objectives of a biology courae,
3, Visual alda referred to in thia paper shall be 
construed to include the following Items;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(I) Microprojector, (2) Movie projector, (3) Slide and 
filmatrip projector, (4) Charts, (5) Aquaria, (6) Micro- 
acopea, (7) Science magazines, (8) Supplementary texts, 
(9) Dissecting equipment, (10) Preserved specimens,
(II) Dried specimens, (12) Skeletons, (13) Models and 
mannikins, and (14) Opaque projector.
4. Individual apparatus ia defined as those itema of 
equipment issued to individuals or student teams at 
the beginning of the term, to be stored and used under 
individual responsibility.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
OBJECTIVES OP A BIOLOGY COURSE
A atudy of the literature reveals that a great ma­
jority of the publlcationa dealing with biological acience 
methods and materials offer objectives varying from a ver­
batim restatement of the Seven Cardinal Principles to a set 
of completely practical objectives applicable only to a 
biology courae. In the main, moat authorities lean toward 
the practical side in their statement of objectives. The 
Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the Eational Society for the Study 
of Education lists five criteria to be applied in the choice 
of objectives;^
Practicality--The statement should be practical for 
the classroom teacher. It must be usable; when properly 
used, it should lead logically from one step to the next; 
and, if carefully followed, it should result in progress 
toward the objectives ultimately sought.
Psychologically sound--It should be based on gener­
ally accepted principles of learning, and should not be 
subject to conflict between the various theories of the 
psychology of learning.
"The Objectives of Science Instruction", The Forty- 
Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part I, (Chicago; National Society for the Study 
of Education, 1947), pp 24-25,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Poaalblllty of attainment— A teacher in an ordinary 
claaaroom, with an average group of pupila, ahould be able 
to demonatrate progreaa toward the attainment of the goala,
Univeraality--The objectivea ahould not be limited 
by geographic or political conaideratlona; they ahould not 
apply to one aect or creed or racial group any more than to 
the other.
Relativity of claaaroom activity to deaired changea 
in human behavior— They ahould not be couched in too broad 
or general terma, and thua become vague in terma of ape­
cific subject matter content.
Noll, in hia diacuaaion of criteria for evaluation 
of objectives, placed emphaaia on a somewhat different 
philosophy;^
1. It would represent the beat thought of teachera, 
research workers, and others interested in and thinking 
about the problem.
2. It would include aims that could be justified 
for acience teaching on all levels . . .  or at least 
some much more strongly emphasized on certain levels 
than on others.
3. It would help to indicate the apecific contri­
butions of subject matter to the fundamental aims of 
elementary and secondary education, thus being of 
value . . .  to others concerned directly or indirectly 
with the work of building the curriculum . . . .
4. It would serve aa a guide to the teacher in
o Victor H. Noll, **The Teaching of Science in Ele­
mentary and Secondary Schoola"1 (î̂ ew YoFE: Longmans, Green 
and Company, 1947), pp. 12-1^.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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service, thus giving him goals toward the attainment 
of which classroom teaching might be directed.
Most of the authorities limit their objectives to
three or four, but, in a number of cases, a larger number
are offered. Noll lists nine, among which can be found
3most of the offerings of other authoritiea In the field;
1. Understanding of the nature and organization 
of the environment . • . •
2. Attainment of health through . . . learning 
specific habits of healthful living.
3. Acquisition of desirable habits of work and 
study, including accuracy, thoroughness, persistence, 
good organization or planning, and neatness.
4. Inculcation of habits of thinking that contrib­
ute to the scientific attitude.
5. Development of the ability to use the scientific method.
6. Development of ability to do household tasks 
auch aa , , . caring for house and garden plants, etc.
7. Development of interest in acience.
8. Opportunities for exploration in the fields of 
science to determine interests and aptitudes.
9, Provisions for vocational education.
Noll in his atudy also polled 130 sources regarding 
evaluation of objectives, and compiled a frequency tabula­
tion of the number of times that certain objectives were 
mentioned at each of three levels; i.e., elementary, junior
^ Ibid., pp. 13-14.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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high school, and senior high s c h o o l A  study of the fre­
quency tabulation in the senior high school group, (since 
thia is the one in which biology is usually found), shows 
the six objectives in the order of frequency, are (1) Know­
ledge, (2) Appreciations, (3) Abilities, (4) Interests,
(5) Habits, and (6) Attitudes*
Perry, in her discourse on objectives, offered a 
somewhat different list
1* Inculcation of correct attitudes toward civic and personal health.
2. Development of conservation consciousness.
3. Development of more tolersuit attitude toward other nations.
4. More worthy use of leisure time.
Her third objective seemed somewhat unique among the other 
lists of objectives noted. It, nor any other related to it, 
waa not found in any of the other references studied.
Smith,® in her statement of objectives, brought 
forth the concept of helping to provide a new hobby for cer­
tain students. It would seem that, although this might be 
somewhat minor in importance compared to some of the other 
objectives, it has some worth, and certainly deserves
^ Ibid.. pp. 7-10.
^ Winnifred Ferry, "Biology Teaching and Visual Aid", 
School Science and Mathematics, 32;466, May, 1932.
^ Ella T. Smith, Exploring Biology, (Hew York: Har- 
court. Brace and Company, 1949), p. 9,
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mention. She also made mention of the poaaibility of help­
ing to discover student vocations, which, in these days of 
intensive guidance programs, seems to have admirable quali­
ties, A somewhat different objective was offered by Hunter
in that he advocated training in the use of inductive rea-
7soning. Inasmuch as our present day world seems to be 
suffering from a lack of logical reasoning, such training 
might well be worth the time spent. His statement, among 
others, was listed under a heading of high school biology, 
but it seems that it would be equally applicable to most, 
if not all, of the high school sciences, and maybe even some 
of the mathematics courses; i,e,, Geometry, Kennedy made 
mention of an objective, among others listed, which seems 
to contain considerable merit.® He saw the need for train­
ing pupils to "observe life phenomena accurately, and to 
form logical conclusions". This seems to be a restatement 
of the old tried and tested "don't jump to conclusions" 
philosophy which has proven its value long ago.
A good many of the works consulted promulgated the 
objective of developing an appreciation of, and the ability 
to use, the scientific method. In these days of rapid
^ George W, Hunter, A Civic Biology, (New York: The 
American Book Company, 1914T# P*
g E. V, Kennedy, "Equipment of the Biology Labora­
tory in a Small, High School", School Science and Mathe­
matics 28:415, April, ,1928.
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technological and acientific advance, the scientific method 
ia abaolutely haaic and indiapenaahle to proper research, 
or for that matter, attach on the greater majority of prob­
lems arising in our modern society,
Cushman advocated an objective, among others, which 
although it might draw fire from the Progrèssiviata in edu­
cation, would certainly draw support from the admirers of 
John Kieran of ^^Information, Please” fame.^ He, i.e. Cush­
man, included in his list of four objectives, the principle 
of acquiring a broad fund of factual information about 
nature. Knowledge of auch a catch-all bag of facts and 
figures provides undeniable pleasure, and makes any sortie 
into the field or forest a very informative one for all 
concerned.
Armacoat in his diacuaaion of objectives named 
fourteen, but several of them are more detailed breakdowns 
of basic o b j e c t i v e s H i s  listing of "developing freedom 
from auperatition” was unique among the aources studied. 
When auperatitions auch aa those concerning snakes are en­
countered, ample justification for thia objective can be 
aeen.
9
C. L* Cushman, "The Design and Equipment of Junior 
High School Rooms", Clearing Houae, 4:494 April, 1930.
R. R. Armacoat, Biological Science Workshop 
courae materials, Montana State University, Summer, 1952,
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Â careful winnowing of the available literature on 
the subject of objectives for a biology courae produced 
fourteen authoritiea who listed seta of aima which were, in 
the main, distinct and different concepts of philosophies 
of biology. Of theae, eleven were books, and three were 
journals. Certain objectives appeared with enough frequency 
in the lists to be considered as having common acceptance 
among a majority of the authoritiea. Among theae were :
1, Development of acientific attitudes and habits, 
and the scientific method of attacking problems,
2, An appreciation of the immediate environment of 
the indi v i dual,
3, Development of accurate observation techniques,
4, Development of a broad understanding of the 
baaic principles of biology with the view in mind of 
better adjustment to one's environment,
5, Acquisition of a fund of factual information con­
cerning life and its interrelationships.
The development of a minimal list of equipment needs, 
aa one criterion of choice, a set of objectives or aims. If 
equipment is to be purchased, will it give material assis­
tance in the progress toward, or the achievement of, a par­
ticular aim or objective? This criterion ahould be applied 
to every item considered.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHA.PTER III 
REVIEW OP REIATED LITERATURE
A rather exhaustive combing of the available litera­
ture on the subject of this paper revealed considerable ma­
terial of value for background purposes. However, certain 
types of literature were rather meager in quantity, such as 
recommended lists of equipment published by the biological 
supply houses, of which there was only one for Immediate 
available use, A study of biology textbooks, workbooks, 
and laboratory manuals in the curriculum library of Montana 
State University produced but one recommended list of equip­
ment but, nevertheless, provided excellent source materials 
for developing a set of objectives for use in a high school 
biology course. There was considerable general literature 
on biological science and, while not providing concrete 
data or suitable quotation in all cases, did prove an ex­
cellent source for such phases of biology teaching as meth­
ods, philosophy, use of visual aids, care of equipment, and 
curriculum content, to mention a few of the phases. There 
has been no previous thesis written in thia field of equip­
ment lists for small high schools, and, consequently, a pe­
rusal of this source of materials produced no data. Possi­
bly the best source of materials investigated waa found to 
be the recommended lists of equipment from various state
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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departmenta of education* An inquiry sent to all of the 
atate departmenta produced twelve liata of recommended e- 
quipment, all of which are conaidered in thia paper.
Biological aupply house llata of recommended equip­
ment . The alngle H a t  of recommended equipment in thia 
category waa developed by G r e e n e H i a  data waa obtained 
basically through merging the liata of recommended equip­
ment of five atate departments of education, and a liat 
prepared for the uae of a recent and widely-uaed high school 
biology textbook and ita accompanying laboratory manual.
The reaulta were analyzed and organized for three claaa en­
rollment groupa, namely, (1) 20 to 24 students inclusive,
(2) 13 to 19 students inclusive, and (3) 12 students or 
fewer. One possible fallacy might be indicated in the work, 
in that the final H a t  of equipment for each of the three 
claaa groups included the maximum number of each Item found 
in any of the merged lists from the state departments and 
the biology textbook. No reason waa apparently given for 
choice of the maximum number in the lists studied. The 
equipment liata were divided into two parts, (1) Chemicals, 
and (2) Apparatus and other materials. The list waa quite 
elaborate in content as witnessed by the recommendation for
Clarence W. Greene, "Master Lista,and Storage of 
Equipment Used in High School Couraea in Science", The 
American School Board Journal, 112-34, September, 1946.
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a clasa of twelve of four complete chart a eta of about thir­
ty charta per aet, one pair of field glaaaea, one incubator, 
alx Inaect killing bottlea, eighteen hand lenaea, fourteen 
mapa, five microaoopea, one microprojector, 166 prepared 
alidea, one microtome, alx modela, one pasteurizing outfit, 
one opaque projector, 162 zoological observation apecimena, 
one sterilizer, and one movie projector, among a boat of 
other items too numerous to mention. Sufficient to say 
that hia liat contains a total of 1500 aeparate pieces of 
equipment. In addition to the standard glassware, hardware, 
and rubberware not mentioned here, a small school might ac­
quire one or two, or a few of the above items, but certain­
ly not the entire liat. The recommendations for the other 
two claaa groupa are proportionately larger in the majority 
of the items mentioned. This liat was used extensively in 
the compilation of the questionnaire inventory check list 
in order to guarantee assurance that moat or all itema moat 
small high achoola might poaaeaa were included.
Equipment list appendices to atate courses of study. 
Twelve equipment liata were received from the state depart­
ment a of education. These lists have some points in common 
and yet are different in aome respecta. The points in com­
mon will receive consideration in Chapter V on Treatment of 
Data, The points in variance of the lists will be treated 
in the following paragraphs by discussing each state liat 
separately.
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Arkansas— The introduction states that, "The minimum 
requirements set forth for . . .  biology are such that can 
be met by any school, however small, that attempts to teach
these sciences • ...........................................
Hone of these equipment lists are exhaustive. The resource­
ful teacher will add other items that will be found to be 
effective in science t e a c h i n g " T h e  minimum propounded 
list is certainly well named. Most of the Montana small 
high schools studied have more complete equipment inventor­
ies than this list recommends. For instance, it recommends 
one alcohol lamp or bunsen burner, one thermometer, one 
tripod magnifier, one dissecting set, and no types of charts, 
preserved specimens, models, prepared microscopic slides, 
or projection equipment of any kind. However, these omitted 
items are Included in their recommended list of equipment.
In general this liat, with the possible exception of the 
Washington list, (which will be discussed later), is the 
most meager in equipment recommendations of any considered.
Mississippi— This list was prepared for use in con­
nection with a biology textbook and its accompanying labor­
atory manual commonly used in many high schools.® Although
"High School Science Laboratory Equipment Stan­
dards", Science Bulletin of The Arkansas State Department 
of Education, p. 1,
® "A suggested List of Materials, Chemicals, and 
Equipment for Use in Connection with Ritchie: Biology and 
Human Affairs, and Day-Ritchie; Studies and Activities in 
Biology", Mississippi State Department of Education Publi­
cation, p. 1 .
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thla liat waa prepared apeciflcally for uae with the single 
textbook and ita accompanying laboratory manual, it haa 
aome uae in this study inaamuch as moat biology courses 
have considerable equipment needa in common, such aa glass­
ware, hardware, rubberware, measurement and observation de­
vices, and other items.
The liat ia aet forth for a class of twenty students, 
and seems to be fairly complete aa compared to the other 
state liats with the exception of the omission of any type 
of projection equipment. It provides for two seta of 
charts, one for biology, and one for health and physiology 
or anatomy. There ia no provision for any prepared micro­
scopic slides, but they appear later in a "desirable but 
not essential" liat,
Montana— This list gives no claaa size to be served 
by the amount of equipment mentioned,^ The list is re­
stricted mainly to the visual aid items, and makes no men­
tion of such itema as beakers, test tubes, rubber tubing, 
corks, clamps, ringstands, etc. Recommendation ia made for 
a dissecting microscope, a compound binocular microscope, 
and a breeding cage. These items were not mentioned in a 
majority of the other liats studied. It makes no mention 
of projection equipment, charts, models, or zoological
4 "Course of Study, High School Science", Montana 
State Department of Public Instruction Bulletin, p. 2.
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apecimena. This H a t  waa prepared In 1932, and a later 
liat would very likely contain more of the omitted itema, 
Nebraska— This liat ia divided into three parta,
Liat A, Liat B, and Liat C,^ Liat A contains individual 
apparatus and equipment necessary for a two-student team. 
Liat B contains the itema of general classroom apparatus 
necessary for a claaa of eight students, and Liat C mentions 
preserved materials, aquarium, terrarium, and animal cages 
for the same claaa enrollment. One aet of sixty biology 
charts and one aet of thirty health and physiology charts 
are mentioned in List B, This list also mentionea 25 zo­
ology and 25 physiology prepared microscopic slides. List 
A recommends one tripod magnifier, one bunsen burner, one 
dissecting pan and kit, and one insect killing bottle per 
two students, among other itema,
North Dakota--The requirements set forth in this list 
have been checked by the North Dakota State Department staff 
against those of other mid-western states aa well as against 
the requirements of the leading textbooks and laboratory 
m a n u a l s T h e i r  technique waa to select only those itema 
included in a majority of other state department and text-
"Suggested Minimum Requirements for Laboratory E- 
quipment for General Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, 
and Aeronautics for Nebraska High Schools'*, Nebraska State 
Department of Public Instruction Publication, p ,~8
® "Sciônce Laboratory Equipment Liat Standards for 
Aeronautics, Agriculture, General Science, Biology, Chemis­
try, and Physics", North Dakota State Department of Public 
Inatruetion Publication, p, 17,
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book author's lists. The liat waa set up on the basis of 
total high school populations; namely, (1 ) schools of en­
rollment of 50 or leas, (2) Schools of enrollment of more 
than 50 but leas than 200 students, and (3) Schools having 
enrollment of more than 250 students. Schools in the first 
group are expected to provide all items In the required 
list with the exception of certain items Indicated by an 
asterisk. These itema include insect nets, flower pots, 
specimen mounts, bone dissecting forceps, and cartilage 
knife, among others. The achoola included in the second 
classification are expected to acquire all the itema in the 
required list, and the schools in the third classification 
are expected to acquire these required items plus several 
more mentioned in a recommended list. The required list ia 
in itself quite extensive, even with the exclusion of those 
items not considered essential to the small school; for in­
stance, inclusion of one platinum innoculating needle, one 
dissecting set, tripod magnifier, an inaect killing bottle 
per student, two types of osmosis apparatus, one opaque 
projector, one microscope of a fairly simple type per six 
students, one microscope suitable to bacteriology uses (very 
expensive, $244.00), one aubstage lamp, two aquaria, one 
microprojector, 75 prepared slides, one breeding cage, and 
one staining jar. This seems to be a rather ambitious list 
and would very likely be beyond the means of many small high 
schools in Montana, The questionnaire results in Montana
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small high schools, (which have an average enrollment of 55) 
did not show a single school having as extensive an inven­
tory as this list requires.
Oklahoma— This list is divided into three parts ; 
namely, (1) apparatus, (2) Chemicals, and (3) Additional 
materials to be procured locally."^ The list is aet up for 
a class of ten students on the basis of the majority of the 
experimentation being done by the instructor. The apparat­
us list mentioned three items found in no other list ; name­
ly, (1) One 7^ oz. claw hammer, (2) One carton of saifety 
matches, and (3) Twelve glass tumblers, (this being in ad­
dition to thirteen beakers). The locally-procured materials 
liat was very extensive. To mention a few itema - apples, 
bread, narcissus bulbs, corn meal, cracker crumbs, frog's 
eggs, hen's eggs, lily, petunia, rose, ice, celery, lettuce, 
molasses, onions, potatoes, turnips, and on ^  infiniturn.
No suggestions were given for the use of these items. The 
liat leaned heavily toward dissection work as shown by 
twelve dissection sets and a dissection unit each of cray­
fish, earthworms, frogs, and starfish.
South Dakota--This list is very complete, and in­
cludes a discussion of science room floor plana.
^Minimum and Recommended Science Laboratory Equip­
ment for General Agriculture, General Science, Biology, 
Physical Geography, Chemistry, and Physics for Oklahoma 
High Schools”, Oklahoma State Department of Education Pub­
lication (Oklahoma City: 194$), 21 9 9 .
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specificationa for atudent worktables, a laboratory effi­
ciency checklist, and a proposed method of keeping equip­
ment inventories, in addition to the equipment liat which 
is broken down into five liats; namely, (1) Individual ap­
paratus— required, (2) General apparatus— required, (3) 
Chemicals— required, (4) Living materials— recommended but
not required [actual words in the report] , and (5) Addi-
8tional desirable apparatus. The required lists were de­
veloped for a class of twelve students with the exception 
of the microscope, in which they state;
Good compound microscopes are essential to a satis­
factory course in biology. One microscope is not suf­
ficient except for the very smallest classes. An ideal equipment would consist of one microscope for 
each two students. Since this is expensive, a very 
satisfactory worktable equipment would consist of one 
microscope for each laboratory table, which usually 
means the microscope for each four to six students
One item in the general apparatus list not mentioned in 
other lists is twelve boxes of blackboard crayons of as­
sorted colors. One Lyons type osmometer was also mentioned 
in this list, Uo projection equipment, charts, models, 
prepared slides, dissection specimens, preserved observa­
tion specimens, aquarium, or insect killing bottles were 
mentioned in the required liat.
"Minimum and Recommended Laboratory Equipment and 
Inventory Form for Science for Secondary Schools Including 
General Science, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics", South 
Dakota Department of Public Instruction Course of Study 
Bulletin No. 17. (Bismarck, 1949J pp. 13-16,
® Loc, cit.
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Tennessee— This list does not specify that its con­
tents are to be regarded as a minimum, but merely calls 
them "suggested items of e q u i p m e n t " I t  is produced for 
a class of twenty students. The suggestions include (1) 2 
aquaria, (2 ) 10 alcohol burners (inference must be taken 
that this also means bunsen burners), (3) Dissection sets 
(number not specified), (4) 20 magnifying lenses, (5) four 
insect nets, and (6 ) 4 beam-type balance scales. The list 
is quite elaborate in its choice of glassware aa witnessed 
by the suggestion of 10 battery jars, 50 beakers, 4 bell 
jars, 20 evaporating dishes, 10 funnels, 48 petri dishes,
120 teat tubes, 10 thermometers, and 20 watch glasses. Ad­
mittedly glassware ia one of the cheapest itema in a science 
laboratory, but it would seem that this list is possibly a 
little liberal in ita amounts recommended.
Washington— There is apparently no regularly publish­
ed required or recommended list of equipment in thla caae.^^ 
A small list of items was included aa part of a letter in 
answer to the inquiry. The size class or school for which 
the liat ia intended is not stated, nor does it state which 
itema are considered essential. The list recommends several 
aquaria, terraria, and vivaria, microprojector and microtome,
10 "Composite List for Biology Experiments", Tennessee 
State Department of Education Publication, 1 p.
11 Personal letter, Milton J. Gold, July 3, 1952
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bacteriological equipment (itema not apecified), pruning
and grafting equipment, opaque projector, and film atrip
projector, among other itema. The itema liated above were
quoted aa being liated in the Waahington acience guide,
(apparently a type of course of atudy), The inclusion of
the pruning and grafting equipment in thla liat waa the only
one found in all the liata considered. It ia interesting
that this liat mentioned the uae of more than one aquarium,
terrarium, and vivarium. This waa also the only reference
that recommended more than one of these for a biology claaa,
Weat Virginia--Thia liat opens with a diacuaaion of
the types of atudent worktables beat suited to various types
12of claaarooma and teaching methods. The biology equip­
ment liat, which ia developed for a claaa of twelve, ia di­
vided into five parta; namely, (1) Individual apparatus-re- 
quired, (2) General claaaroom apparatus-required, (3) Chem­
ical a -required, (4) Living and preserved material-required,
and (5) Additional recommended apparatus to be acquired
1 zwhen funda permit. Although it ia not specifically atated 
in the introduction, the liat waa apparently developed for 
the uae of claaaea where students work singly, since auch
"Minimum and Recommended Equipment for Science 
couraea for Elementary Science, Biology, Physics, and Chern­
ia try, aa Required for High Schools in Weat Virginia", Weat Virginia State Department of Education Publication, 
(Gharleaton: Ï938), p, 4
Ibid, p. 8
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itema aa tripod magnifier and dissecting pans are assigned 
at one per atudent. The list requires 60 biology charts 
and twelve physiology charts. A sterilizer is included in 
the general classroom apparatus liat, which seems to be 
quite unusual for a claaa of twelve, judging from the fact 
that other states failed to mention it in their lists.
Wyoming— This liat ia organized in exactly the same 
manner aa the proceeding one, and contains essentially the 
same equipment items with the exception of the addition of 
certain items aa follows: (1) One dissecting microscope
and one insect killing bottle per student or two student 
team, (2) one platinum innoculating wire, (3) One inaect 
net, (4) One cotton boll weevil life history mount, (5) One 
spreading board, (6) Three human anatomy models, (7) One 
reading glass, and (8) One silkworm life history mount.
This was possibly the most ambitious liat considered aa 
indicated by the fact that ita coat waa shown to be greater 
than any of the other state lists. This list waa very com­
parable in extent and expense to the liat published by North 
Dakota. The list of dis section materials was perhaps the 
most complete offered by any of the liats considered, and 
included grasshopper, larvae and pupae of butterfly, frogs
"Inventory and Equipment Standard for Science 
Laboratories for Wyoming High Schools", Wyoming State De- 
partment of Education Publication (Cheyenne : 195Ï) "pp XÔ-
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starfish, crayfish, earthworms, clams, and perch.
In summary, a study of the lists published by Wyoming, 
West Virginia, and South Dakota showed that much of their 
contents and orgainization was obtained from the same sources 
as indicated by the identical wording of their preface. 
Introduction, and organization of the lists. Content of 
the lists was very similar in nature, with the exception of 
certain items apparently included to meet the needs of the 
local schools.
The amount of variance noted between the equipment 
liats considered waa amazing. For those states which indi­
cated total coats of required items for the lowest class 
size, (if more than one was provided for), the costs ran 
from $89,49 to $683,83, Further discussion of this will be 
found in Chapter V on Treatment of Data,
From these data it may be assumed that there seems 
to be considerable divergence of opinion concerning the 
minimum requirements of equipment for a small high school 
biology course, The smallest class size specified was 
eight students, and the largest waa twenty students.
Biology textbooks and teaching methods textbooks.
A search was conducted in this field of source materials 
mainly for three purposes; (1) To determine recommended ob­
jectives for biology couraea, (2) To determine recommended 
lists of equipment, and (3) To acquire general information 
concerning the philosophy and methods for teaching of
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biology necessary to a thorough understanding of the problem 
to be studied. Inasmuch as the first purpose has already 
been served in Chapter II by a review of the literature 
concerning objectives for a biology course, this literature 
will receive no further treatment here. The other two pur­
poses are beat served by a review of those books offering 
equipment liats (of which there are four), and pertinent 
quotations concerning philosophy, teaching methods, curricu­
lum, and use of visual aids from all of the source material 
in general.
Of the five books which offered equipment lists, two 
provided a detailed liat with amounts of itema desirable or 
necessary. The first, by Hunter, developed a liat suitable 
to a claaa of ten s t u d e n t s M o a t ,  if not all, of the 
itema recommended are found in a majority of the liata of 
equipment produced by the state departments of education.
The author apparently subscribed to the philosophy of indi­
vidual experimentation aa shown by the inclusion of ten 
hand lenaea, fifteen dissection pans, and ten dissection 
aeta in the list for a clasa of ten students. The liat la 
fairly complete from the standpoint of glassware, hardware, 
and rubberware, but makes no mention of projection equip­
ment, charts, dissection or observation apecimena, prepared 
microscopic slides, or plant specimens. Also unusual is
Ibid, p. 418.
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the incluaion of only one alcohol biirner in the liat, and 
the lack of mention of a hunaen burner. The liat does, how­
ever, make mention of a ateam sterilizer. Apparently the 
author has had little experience in trying to produce fif­
teen pounda of ateam preaaure over an alcohol burner. The 
early copyright date of this book (1914) must be regarded 
aa a limitation, in view of recent advances in the develop­
ment of acience equipment in general.
The other liat proposed by Peabody and Hunt ia some­
what more complete than Hunter’s, and includes several more 
i t e m a , H o w e v e r ,  it waa developed for a claaa of 24 stu­
dents. Additional itema found in this liat include ten 
models, thirteen prepared alidea, twenty charts, one radi­
ometer, and two inaect spreading boards, Thla list recom­
mends only one microscope whereas Hunter’s liat recommended 
two. Projection equipment and dissection specimens were 
again omitted. The inclusion of the radiometer is unique 
among all references consulted. This item is commonly 
found in general science and physics inventories, but its 
use in a biology laboratory ia rare indeed. The limitation 
applied to the previous reference could probably also be 
applied to this one.
When the equipment lists of these two older
J. E, Peabody and A, E, Hunt, Biology and Human 
Welfare, (New York; The MacMillan Company," 1925), p, 557.
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references are compared with the more recent state depart­
ment lists, one can definitely see a change in the philoso­
phy of the use of visual aids, This change in philosophy 
seems to have taken two trends ; namely, (1) Increased use 
and wider choice of visual aids, and (2) Wider use of the 
demonstration method in the use of visual aids. The first 
trend is well stated figuratively by Perry when he says: 
"students have as much right to experience the fields as to 
read about the fields".17 The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education stated well the 
other trend in saying: "Teaching by the demonstration method 
is an Important part of science instruction . . .  It is be­
ing more widely used than ever before"
Of the three books offering lists without numbers of 
items recommended being apecified, the one by Heiss, Oboum, 
and Hoffman waa the most complete, and dealt mainly with 
the visual aid i t e m s . I n  addition to the visual aids 
commonly mentioned in most references, they added stereo­
graphs (which, they said, are sadly neglected these days), 
bulletin board, dioramas, posters, graphs, diagrams, car­
toons, and mapa and globes. Their mention of the use of
Winnifred Perry, "Biology Teaching and Visual 
Aids", School Science and Mathematics, 32:466, May 1952,
16 "Science Education in the American Schools", 
Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Part I, p. è08 (1947) 306 pp.
I9 Elwood D. Heiss, Ellsworth S. 0bourn, and C. 
Wesley Hoffman, Modern Methods and Materials for Teaching 
Science, (New Yoi^: The MacMillan Company, 19Î8T, p. 3517
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stereographs ia interesting in this modern day. They claim 
that the values gained by the use of perspective are possib­
ly as great, in many cases, as the values gained from the 
use of the photographic material itself. Apparently too 
often, when stereographs are mentioned, we conjure up a 
scene of fifty years ago, without realizing that this scene 
has its applications and advantages in our present day biol­
ogy class.
Miller and Blaydes, in their book discuss the values 
gained by the use of visual aids, criteria for selection 
of visual aids, and the psychology of their use. They list 
five essential qualities of visual aids as follows: (1) Ac­
curacy, (2) Relevancy, (3) Realism, (4) Comprehensibility,
20(5) Interest. Four reasons are given for the use of visu­
al aids; namely, (1) Stimulate student interest, (2) Aug­
ment the learning process, (3) Increase student understand­
ing and improve attitudes and concepts, and (4) Test for 
the application of l e a r n i n g . T h e i r  list of visual aids
includes museum materials and blackboard drawings, among 
22others. The use of museum visits deserves greater con­
sideration among biology teachers than it commonly receives.
^  David P . Miller and Glenn W. Blaydes, Methods and 
Materials for Teaching the Biological Sciences, (New York: 
McGraw-llllI Book Company, 1938), p. lOTI
Ibid. p. 99 
Ibid. p. 105
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Schools within a fifty mile radius of a university or col­
lege should take greater advantage of the museum collections 
offered for public inspection by these institutions.
Hoban, Hoban, and Zisman place considerable emphasis
O ' zon the "school journey" in their discussion of visual aids. 
They believe that unless inclement weather prevents, at 
least two field trips per week should be undertaken in a 
biology course. Montana small high schools fall far below 
this mark in that they have an average of two field trips 
per year according to the questionnaire results. Even tak­
ing into account the inclement weather for which Eastern 
Montsuia is justly famous, two field trips per year hardly 
seems to meet the needs of the students. A field trip need 
not be an elaborate affair involving school busses, packed 
lunches, etc. It can easily be a casual half-hour out on 
the school lawn or in the neighboring alfalfa or wheat 
field. Experience has shown that excellent inaect collec­
tions can be made easily within a quarter mile radius of the 
school. V/e need not go to the distant hills to make a col­
lection of exotic plants. Why not collect that which grows 
right in our own community?
Other literature concerning biology and biology £- 
quipment lists. Possibly the leading source of information
Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and 
Samuel B. Zisman, Visualizing the School Curriculum, (New 
York: The Cordon Company, 1937), p . 270.
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in this category ia the cooperative atudy carried on by the 
State Department of Education and the Bureau of Educational 
Research of Ohio State University under the direction of 
Holy and Sutton in 1931, They state that three methods of 
selecting science apparatus are commonly used, (1) Selec­
tion is made by aome school administrative officer, (2) Se­
lection is made by department committees within the school, 
or (3) State department lists of equipment are used,^^ The 
choice of items for their equipment checklist was made from
(1) State department lists of required equipment, (2) Labor­
atory manuals for biology courses, and (3) Occasional bulle­
tins from the United States Office of E d u c a t i o n , I t e m s  
which appeared in 20^ or more of the references studied 
were included. This liat, with suggested numbers of each 
item for a class of 24 students, and columns to allow the 
recipient to check whether he or she thought each item was 
necessary, desirable, or unnecessary, was sent out to 365 
teachers in thirty-five states. Seventy-six per cent of 
the biology teachers sent back usable replies (by a quirk 
of coincidence, exactly the same per cent of questionnaire 
return received in this study). Among the persons who
T, C. Holy and D, H, Sutton, "Lists of Essential Apparatus for Uae in High School Sciences", Ohio State University Bureau of Educational Research Monograph Ho, 12
p. 4.
Ibid,, p, 6
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checked the apparatus lists in each of the sciences were 
representatives of all phases of teaching, but the large 
majority were secondary school teachers. The items in the 
returned questionnaires were then ranked according to the 
number of times they were checked as being necessary. After 
a rank was assigned to each item, the entire list was sub­
mitted to four of the leading science supply houses with a 
request for prices for each item. These four price lists 
were averaged to get an average cost for each item. A cumu­
lative price list waa then appended to the original ranked 
list to enable a small school administrator to determine how 
far his funds would go. This list showing numbers of itema, 
ranking of items, and cumulative cost, ia included in the 
Appendix. Greene made extensive use of this reference in
Qahis development of an equipment liat.
One possible minor fallacy inherent in this study 
appears • Although Holy and Sutton left space on their e- 
qulpment check liat for the recipients to enter items not 
Included, or to indicate a different number of an item 
necessary to a biology course, apparently no provision was 
made for the use of this "write-in” information in the 
final list. Assuming the possibility that several people 
might have vrritten in an item not included, or changed the 
number of an item necessary to a biology course, thla
Cf. ante., p. 17.
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significant information had no effect on the final résulta.
Concerning the philosophy of uae of visual aida, 
Rhodes atated that, "Viaual aida should not be selected ao 
much to academically prepare the student for college aa to 
help him better understand the life about him" This 
statement aeema to correlate rather well with the present 
day trend toward high achoola providing a vocational ter­
minal education rather than hewing faithfully to the line 
of college prerequiaitea. Perry made several atatementa 
concerning the uae, misuse, and advantages of moving pic­
tures, He atated that:
1, The preview by the teacher ia an absolute neces­
sity, and without it the leaaona often result in a waste of time and become a mental narcotic instead of a stim­
ulant.^®
2, The moving picture arouaea pupil interest aa 
probably no other form of visual aids can do.*®
3, One well-edited film is fully aa valuable, if 
not more ao, to a claaa than a aet of supplementary 
texts.SO
Perry’s liat of visual aida includes bird and mammal akina. 
It is entirely possible and practical for a biology clasa 
to trap and mount small rodents auch aa field mice, ground 
squirrels, gophers, and prarie doga, (Birds are quite a
Joseph W. Rhodes, "New Materials and Equipment 
for Biology Teaching", School Science and Mathematics, 
40s447,
Winnifred Perry, "Biology Teaching and Visual 
Aids", School Science and Mathematics, 32:468
Loc, cit,
30 _3liOC * c i t #
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difficult job to clean, stuff, and mount). Mounting materi­
als are cheap, methods are simple, and auch a collection 
would certainly be distinctive, and very possibly be a means 
of improving school-community relations. Curtis, speaking 
of the microprojector, stated that, "The uae of a mlcropro- 
jector eliminates, in the general biology course, the need 
for more than one, or a few compound microscopes",^^ Judg­
ing from the sparsity of mention of raicroprojectors in the 
various equipment lists studied, this item has apparently 
not yet come into general use in high school biology courses, 
Stoneman, Broady, and Brainard in their discussion of the 
Science Room recommend (1) A minimum of 20 to 25 square feet 
of floor apace per pupil, (2) 20 to 25 linear feet of black­
board per room, and (3) Pupil tables with electricity, gas,
32and water outlets for each pupil. Many of the small 
Montana high schools meet the first two standards, but very 
few, if any, provide such utilities as gas, water, and elec­
tricity on a per pupil basis, Woodrlng, Oakes, and Brown 
show a suggested liat of items of equipment, but in reality, 
it la a rather complete list of visual aids such as charts.
Francis D, Curtis, "Some Practical Suggestions for 
the Teaching of Biology”, School Science and Mathematics, 
51:104
Merle A, Stoneman, Khute 0, Broady, and Alanson D, 
Brainard, "Planning and Modernizing the School Plant", 
University of Nebraska Press, pp. 117-118
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microscope, microprojector, movies, slide projector, models, 
skeletons, dissecting equipment, aquaria, terraria, sped-
•z  rzmens, and bulletin board, Studebaker conducted a nation­
wide atudy on the frequency of use of various visual aids, 
and found that radio and phonograph were used frequently in 
school acience courses It seems logical that a wire or
tape recorder would have some uses also. Since Montana 
does not have television, we have to rely on the CBS program, 
"Adventures in Science", which, unfortunately, is broadcast 
on Saturdays, However, if a recorder is available, perti­
nent broadcasts could easily be recorded for later use. 
Hutchinson included in his liat of visual aids experiments,
rz cdemonstrations, and the blackboard. Although not commonly 
thought of as visual aids, experiments and demonstrations 
are possibly the most commonly used, and the most effective 
form of visual aids in use today. He also mentions the use 
of the steroscope. Ko on provides a list of visual aids and 
sources where they can be f o u n d . W h i l e  his list contains
Maxie N. Woodrlng, Mervin E, Oakes, and H. Emmet 
Brown, "Enriched Teaching of Science in the High School", 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer- 
sity, p, 1, 18, 42, 64, 144.
John W. Studebaker, "We Need Visual Aids",
Nation* 3 Schools, (December, 1936) 18:48
J, Raymond Hutchinson, "Fundamentals of Visual 
Education", The School Executive, (January, 1936) 55:186-7
36 Cline M. Koon, "Sources of Visual Aida and Equip­
ment for Instructional Use in Schools", United States Office 
of Education Bulletin No, SO (Waahington, D, C . 1937) 44 pp.
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itema that are included in moat of the other liata, and will
not be enumerated here, the source liat ia invaluable to the
person in search of viaual aid materials. Due to the length
of the source list, it cannot be reproduced in its entirety
in this paper, but publication data on it can be located in
the Bibliography. In 1928 Kennedy developed a list of e-
quipment for a class of twelve students, listing the number
3 7of each item he thought essential to the clasa. Although 
it does not include any of the newer items of viaual aid; 
i.e., microprojector, movie projector, or slide or film 
atrip projector, it probably comes nearer than any other
single reference to being an average of all of the state
department of education equipment lists on a per pupil basia. 
Due to this fact, it ia included in entirety in the Appen­
dix,
In summary, the state department liats of equipment 
are possibly the beat representative literature on present 
practice. In the main, most of the literature showed a 
lack of recent treatment of the subject. The state depart­
ment lists showed copyright dates ranging from 1938 to 1961, 
Many of the lists from all sources were ao elaborate as to 
render them unusable to the small high school.
37 E. V. Kennedy, "Equipment of the Biology Labora­
tory in a Small High School", School Science and Mathematics 
28)415,
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CHAPTER IV
SURVEY MATERIALS USED AND THEIR APPLICATION
Development of the que a 11onnalre. The questionnaire 
uaed in the atudy waa developed to secure three general 
types of information; namely, (1) A factual inventory of 
the equipment the school had on hand at the time of the 
atudy, (2) A factual notation of itema which were liated by 
achoola aa being in shortage along with an opinion of the 
teachera concerning itema which were desirable but not ea- 
aential, and (3) Teacher opinion on the relative effective­
ness in the claaaroom situation of eleven of the more com­
mon viaual aida.
Inventory liat. The itema included in the inventory 
check liat were gleaned from a atudy of available liata 
auch aa those from biological supply houaea, atate courses 
of study, textbooka on teaching methods, biology textbooka, 
and journal articles. In moat cases these liata were too 
elaborate in content to be included in their entirety. 
However, the inventory check liat waa made complete enough 
to give reasonable assurance of citing moat, if not all, of 
the itema the achoola under considération might poaaeaa.
The equipment liat published by Holy and Sutton in 1931^
^ Holy and Sutton, ££• £Ü,«* P*
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probably cam© nearest to providing a list of equipment that 
one might ordinarily expect to find in the type of school 
Included in the study.
Along with the Inventory list was a request that the 
recipient of the questionnaire indicate which items were 
considered to be in shortage to the "point of reducing the 
effectiveness of your program”, and a supplementary write- 
in list to give them an opportunity to indicate which items 
they would acquire if given a moderate increase in expendi­
tures. The purpose of the shortage indication and the write- 
in list was to determine which items they thought they could 
well use more of and, consequently, those items upon which 
they placed the highest value in a learning sense.
Effectiveness ranking list. A atudy of the avail­
able literature concerning visual aids in biology showed a 
certain few (eleven in number), visual aids were mentioned 
with consistent frequency. A list of these eleven was in­
cluded in the questionnaire along with a request that the 
recipient rank them from one to eleven on their effective­
ness as aids to good teaching and maximum atudent partici­
pation. Ratings were secured on all itema whether or not 
they were included in the school* a inventory. It must be 
remembered that this ranking is subjective in nature and 
only shows tendencies.
Processing the questionnaire. In the spring of 1951 
one hundred and sixty-six questionnaires were sent out to
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all Montana high achoola of enrollmenta from 10 to 275.
(See Tablea XIV, XV Appendix) , One year later eighty fol­
low up queationnairea were sent to thoae achoola which had 
not responded. (Later investigation revealed that several 
of thoae eighty achoola did not offer biology, or offered 
it only at intervals.)
Eighty per cent of the achoola having an enrollment 
of leaa than 125 responded and aixty-aeven per cent of thoae 
achoola in the 126-275 enrollment group responded. One 
hundred of the schools offer biology, with seventy-six of 
this number responding.
The questionnaire waa also employed aa a basis for 
an interview with five members connected with the field of 
biological sciences of the Montana State University facul­
ty. They were asked to indicate on the inventory sheet a 
minimal liat of equipment that should be purchased for the 
small Montana high school. They alao indicated equipment 
itema that they considered desirable but not eaaential.
The eleven viaual aid itema were ranked in the same manner 
aa uaed by the high school biology teachera.
Correspondence with state departments of education. 
Letters requesting information concerning recommended liata 
of biology equipment were sent to the forty-eight states 
and the District of Columbia. Seventeen of the states 
answered the inquiry, and of those ten provided lists of 
equipment for biology couraea, The offerings were quite
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variable In content, ranging from a thirty-one page booklet 
complete with inventory blanks, (which also included general 
science, physics, and chemistry), to an informal list in­
cluded as part of a letter answering the inquiry. The states 
which provided equipment lists were as follows: Arkansas,
Florida, Mississippi, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Tennessee, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming.
In summary, three methods were used for the collec­
tion of data to be used in the study. They were (1) Ques­
tionnaire, used with Montana high school biology teachers,
(2) Personal interview, used with faculty members of Montana 
State University, and (3) Correspondence, used with the 
various state departments of education. The first method 
was used to determine existent school inventories and to 
solicit opinions on the value of certain items of equipment 
and eleven visual aids. The second method was used to de­
termine opinions of authorities on the value of eleven 
visual aids, and to determine recommendations for a minimal 
list of biology equipment. The third method was used to ac­
quire lists of equipment recommended by state departments 
of education for use in their secondary school biology 
courses. The materials used in the questionnaire were 
gained from study of existent equipment lists.
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CHAPTER V 
TREATKEMÎ OP DATA
Three general methods of data collection were used 
to provide four general types of information. The collec­
tion methods were (1) Questionnaire, (2) Personal interview, 
and (3) Correspondence. The four types of information se­
cured were (1) Inventories of equipment in Montana small 
high schools, (2) Recommendation of authorities for minimum 
equipment lists, (3) Opinions of teachers and authorities 
on various items of equipment and visual aids, and (4) Mini­
mum equipment lists in use today. Data were obtained from 
three sources; namely, (1) Montana small high school biology 
teachers, (2) Members of Montana State University Natural 
Sciences faculty, and (3) State Departments of Education, 
Data obtained from high school biology teachers, 
Fifty-seven of the schools in the 10 to 125 enrollment group 
and eighteen of the 126 to 275 enrollment group answered 
the questionnaire. The average class size of the small 
school group was about sixteen students, while that of the 
large was about twenty-four s t u d e n t s T h i s  information
^ Personal letter, William I, King, July 2, 1952. Mr, King, Montana High School Supervisor, furnished this 
data from Form A of The Report to the State Superintendent Instruction. He stated that although the figures were 
generally accurate, some inaccuracies were present, and 
might throw off a final average a point or two.
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took three general formaj namely, (1) Inventories of biology 
laboratory equipment, (2) Enumeration of items which the 
teachers considered were lacking or in shortage to the point 
of reducing the effectiveness of the teaching program, and 
(3) Ranking of eleven visual aid items from the standpoint 
of effectiveness in the learning situation.
High school inventories. A study of the data shown 
in Table I shows that few of the schools had enough of the 
following items to provide for one per two students: (1)
Alcohol or bunsen burners, (2) Dissecting pans and sets,
(3) Hand or tripod lenses. These items, commonly known as 
individual apparatus, were recommended on the basis of one 
per two students in the majority of the state department 
lists. Most of the amounts of glassware and the microscopes 
were consistent with the standards recommended by several 
of the state department lists of equipment.
The number of field trips per year falls far short 
of the nineteen per year recommended by authorities.
The complete lack of osmosis bladders or membranes 
in the small school group would seem to prove a limitation 
to experimentation in the phenomenon of osmosis, which is 
one of the basic experiments in a biology course. It would 
seem that the small school groups with an average of only 
thirty-four preserved zoological specimens for dissection 
and observation are underequipped for a class of sixteen 
students.
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TABLE I
EQUIPMENT ITEMS POSSESSED BY SCHOOLS
Item of Equipment Ave, No. Possessed10-125 pop . 126-275 pop.
Alcohol lamps, bunaen burners 6 12Balance scales 2 3
Beakers, all sizes 27 55Charts, wall and tripod 9 11Dissecting pana 6 12Dissecting sets 6 12Blackboard area, square feet 108 88Field trips, per year 2 3
Flower pota 2 7Insect boxes (Ryker mounts 2 7Insect killing bottles 2 6Insect nets Under 1 2Lenses, hand or tripod 6 8Microscopes, compound or single 2 3Microscopes, binocular (Dissecting) Under 1 2
Microscopic slides, blank 60 50Microscopic slides, prepared 61 66Models and/or skeletons 1 2Osmosis bladders and membranes Under 1 2
Petri dishes, all sizes 6 10Pipettes 5 7Plant presses, blotter type Under 1 1Rental films, per year 11 15
Rulers, metric and English 6 11Science magazines 2 3
Seeds, all kinds, lbs. 1 1
Zoological specimens, dissection 18 59
Zoological specimens, observation 16 63
Supplementary texts 10 13Teat tubes, all sizes 89 134Thermometers, Fahrenheit and Cent. 5 7
Watch glasses, all sizes 12 20Water baths 3 4
Worktable apace - students 6 10
a Certain entries in tbiia H a t  cannot be called Itema of equipment by technical definition, and yet are 
claaaiTTed aa visual aida In the majority of the litera­
ture studied. Such an item as a microscope la both. 
Therefore these questionable entries were Included In an 
attempt to make the study more practicable.
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In general, the small schools have fewer numbers of 
equipment items, with a few exceptions, than either the 
authorities or state department lists recommend. The larg­
er enrollment group is considerably better equipped, in 
general to provide the necessities for a biology course. 
Neither of the school groups have sufficient worktable space
Enumeration of shortages in high school equipment,
A study of the data in Table II shows that of the thirty- 
four items in the questionnaire list twenty-nine were men­
tioned as a shortage by at least one teacher in the small 
enrollment group, while sixteen were mentioned by at least 
one teacher in the large enrollment group. Five itema were 
mentioned by at least ten per cent of the small enrollment 
group; namely, (1) Charts, (2) Dissecting sets, (3) Micro­
scopes, (4) Models and skeletons, and (5) Osmosis bladders 
and membranes. The large enrollment group also had five 
items in this category, two of which were the same as those 
mentioned by the other group, as follows : (1) Dissecting
sets, (2) Microscopes, (3) Blank microscopic slides, (4) 
Petri dishes, and (5) Field glasses.
The shortages in equipment of both groups appears 
to be fairly well spread through the majority of items in­
cluded in the questionnaire, but few schools are short of 
the same items. This might indicate a lack of information 
concerning the cruciality of equipment items.
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TABLE II
A FREQUENCY TABULATION OP SHORTAGES 
IN HIGH SCHOOL EQUIPMENT
Item of Equipment Freq,
J.60 —6 ( a
Freq,
gX'OUP
Y
Alcotiol or bunaen burners 1 2Balance acalea 2 4
Charts, wall and tripod 5 10 1 6
Diaaecting pana 1 2
Dissecting aeta 5 10 2 11
Field tripa, per year 1 2
Flower pots 1 2
Insect boxes 3 6
Insect killing bottles 3 6 1 6
Lenses, hand or tripod 1 2 1 6
Microacopea, single or compound 6 13 2 11
Microscopes, diaaecting 3 6 1 6
Microscopic slides, blank 2 4 2 11
Microscopic slides, prepared 1 2 1 6
Models, skeletons 6 13
Osmosis bladders or membranes 5 10 1 6Petri dishes, all sizes 3 6 2 11
Pipettes 1 2
Plant presses, blotter type 3 6 1 6
Rental films, per year 1 2
Science magazines 1 2Seeds, all kinds, lbs* 1 2
Zoological specimens, dissection 1 2 1 6
Zoological specimens, observation 4 8 1 6
Supplementary texts 3 6
Test tubes, all sizes 1 2 1 6Thermometers, all sizes 1 2
Worktable apace, students 2 4 1 6
Field glasses 1 2 3 17
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Sffectlveneaa ranking of eleven viaual aid Itema. 
Included in the questionnaire were eleven viaual aid itema# 
The biology teachers were requested to rank them from one 
to eleven on the baaia of effectiveness in the learning 
aituation. A study of the data in Table III shows that 
while the rankings of moat of the items ran from one to e- 
leven, in the small enrollment group aome of them were defi­
nitely weighted either toward the first five, or the last 
five poaitiona. If ranking number six is taken as a mid­
point, the following items were weighted toward the lower,
i. e ., more effective, rankings; (1) Microprojector, (2) 
Movie projector, (3) Slide and filmstrip projector, (4) 
Charts, (5) Microscope, and (6) preserved specimens. On the 
same baaia the following itema were weighted toward the 
higher, i.e., leas effective rankings ; (1) Aquarium, (2) 
Science magazines, (3) Dried specimens, and (4) Opaque pro­
jector. One item, dissecting equipment, was weighted about 
equally in both directiona.
If the same teat ia applied to the data for the larg­
er enrollment group in Table IV, the following itema appear 
to be more effective ; (1) Movie projector, (2) Charts, (3)
Microscope, (4) Dissecting equipment, and (5) Preserved 
specimens. The following itema appear to be less effective;
(1) Microprojector, (2) Slide and filmstrip projector, (3) 
Aquarium, (4) Science magazines, (5) Dried specimens, and
(6) Opaque projector. A comparison of the data from both
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enrollment groupa ahowa that they both placed the following 
items in the more effective rankings: (1) Movie projector,
(2) Charts, (3) Microacope, and (4) Preserved specimens, 
and both placed the following itema in the less effective 
rankings: (1) Aquarium, (2) Science magazines, (3) Dried
specimens, and (4) Opaque projector. There was no agreement 
upon microprojector, slide filmstrip projector, and diaaect­
ing equipment. Thia would seem to indicate a fairly high 
degree of agreement between the two groups.
The opinions expressed on these viaual aid itema are 
subjective in nature, and several of the questionnaire re­
cipients appended notes to their answers stating that sever­
al of the itema had about equal value, and choice between 
them was difficult. Such being the case, the conclusions 
arrived at above should be viewed with aome caution and be 
uaed with thia limitation in mind.
Data obtained from personal interview with Montana 
State University faculty. Five members of the Montana 
State University faculty, who had taught the biological 
sciences, were consulted. They were asked to use the aame 
inventory list provided the high school biology teachers, 
and develop a minimal list of equipment for the amall Mon­
tana high school. They were instructed to include only 
those items which could not be made at school or procured 
locally.
In addition, they were given the same list of
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RANKINGS OF VISUAL AIDS 
BY 126-275 ENROLDffiffT GROUP
Visual Aids Ranking Frequency Distribution1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 0th 9th 10th 11th
Microprojector 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 4
Movie projector 2 2 4 3 4 2 1 1
Slide and filmstrip projector 1 1 4 1 2 4 2 1 2 1
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eleven viaual aida aa the high achool biology teachers and 
aaked to rank them in the aame manner.
Recommended minimal equipment liat. Enrollmenta of 
thirteen students for the amall achool, and twenty-one stu­
dents for the larger achool, were uaed aa a baaia for choice 
of amounts of itema. Aa shown in Table V, their average 
recommendation for numbers of itema was greater in aome 
casea and lea a in others than the actual inventories of the 
schools, For instance, they recommended fewer of the fol­
lowing itema; (1) Alcohol or bunaen burners, (2) Balance 
acalea, (3) Blackboard area, (4) Rental filma per year,
(5) Teat tubes, (6) Thermometers, and (7) Water batha. A- 
mong the itema which they recommended in greater quantity 
than the schools had were: (1) Charts, (2) Diaaecting pans
and aeta, (3) Field trips per year, (4) Hand or tripod 
lenaea, (5) Oamoaia bladders and membranea, (6) Petri diahea,
(7) Plant presses, (8) Supplementary texts, (9) Watch 
glaaaea, and (10) Worktable apace. An examination of thia 
comparison reveals that they recommended leaa than the 
schools had of five student experimentation itema, but at 
the aame time recommended more than the schools had of five 
other student experimentation itema.
Their recommendation for blackboard apace fell quite 
short of the amount shown in the inventories, and the amount 
recommended by Stoneman, Broady, and Brainard.^
^ Cf. ante., p. 37
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TABLE V
EQUIPMEKT REGOmiENDED FOR THO ENROLLMENT GROUPE^
BY MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Item of equipment Average number recommended •10-■125 group 126-275 group
Balance acalea 1 1Beakera, all aizea 18 23Burnera, Bunaen or alcohol 3 6Charta, wall and tripod 14 14Diaaecting pana 10 17Diaaecting aeta 10 18Blackboard area, aquare feet 43 51Field tripa, per year 19 19Flower pota 11 19Inaect boxea 5 6Inaect killing bottlea 2 2
Inaect neta 2 4Lenaea, hand or tripod 11 18Microacopea, compound or aingle 2 4Microacopea, diaaecting 1 1Microacopic alidea, blank 144 176Microscopic alidea, prepared 47 75Microprojectora 1 1Models and skeletons 1 1Oamoaia bladders and membranes 4 6Petri dishes, all aizea 10 16Pipettes 5 8Plant preaaea, blotter type 2 3Rental films, per year 9 9Projectora, movie 0 0Rulers, metric and English 4 7Science magazines 2 3Seeda, all kinds, Iba, 0 0
Specimens, zoological, diaaection 20 38
Specimens, zoological, observation 5 5
Supplementary texts 18 31Teat tubea, all aizea 60 72
Thermometers, F. & C, 4 5Watch glaaaea, all aizea 20 33Water batha 2 4
Worktable apace, students 13 20
a The number of Itema recommended wag predicated on 
a claaa enrollment of thirteen for the amall achoola, and 
twenty-one for the larger achoola.
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Effectlveneaa ranking of eleven viaual aid Itema,
An examination of the data ahown In Table VI ahowa that the 
ranklnga are fairly well diatrlbuted. However, If the aame 
general teat la applied to thia data aa waa uaed with alml- 
lar date In Tablea III and IV, a definite trend la aeen In 
certain caaea. If four of the five ranklnga occur on one 
aide or another of ranking number alx, that Item la con- 
aldered to be weighted one way or another. The following 
Itema aeem to be conaldered more effective; (1) Movie pro­
jector, (2) Slide and flimatrip projector, (3) Charta, and
(4) Microacope. The following Itema aeem to be conaldered 
leaa effective: (1) Dried apeclmena, and (2) Opaque projec­
tor.
If thia Information la correlated with that from the 
two achool groupa, we find that the following Itema are 
conaldered to be more effective by all three groupa; (1) 
Movie projector, (2) Charta, and (3) Microscope, while the 
following Items appear to be leaa effective: (1) Dried
apeclmena, and (2) Opaque projector.
Data obtained from State Departmenta of Education. 
Letters were written to the forty-eight State Departments 
of Education and the U.S. office of Education asking for 
11ata of biological science equipment being recommended by 
these agencies, Forty answers were received, which Included 
fourteen Hats of biology equipment, of which nine were 
used for data shown In Tables VIII and IX, and alx for data
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uaed in Table X*
States answering the inquiry. Reference to the ma­
terial in Table VII ahowa that of those states answering the 
inquiry, responsibility for biology equipment recommendation 
lies mainly with the local administrator, since in the case 
where responsibility is not specified, it is probably as­
sumed locally.
It is interesting to note that apparently the only 
region not offering state lists of equipment are the New 
England and Southwestern states.
Inclusion of itema of equipment in state lists. A 
study of the data in Table VIII shows that many items of e- 
quipment are common to several state equipment lists, and in 
many cases, to all of the lists. Since the number of state 
lists in which any particular item ia included might be a 
measure of its cruciality, analysis will be made on that 
basis,
The following items are included in all (nine) of 
the state lists studied; (1) Diaaecting aeta, (2) Funnels, 
(3) Ring stands, (4) Rubber stoppers, (5) Rubber tubing,
(5) Test tubea, and (7) Test tube brushes.
The following items were included in eight of the 
state lists studied: (1) Battery jars, (2) Blank micro­
scopic alidea, (3) Beakers, (4) Burners, bunaen or alcohol,
(5) Cover glasses, (6) Diaaecting pans, (7) Filter paper,
(8) Glass tubing, (9) Graduates, cylindrical, (10) Insect
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plna, (11) Microacopea, (12) Preserved apeclmena, (13) Teat 
tube clampa, (14) Thermometera, and (15) Tripod magnifiera.
The following itema were Included In seven of the 
atate llata studied: (1) Oamoaia apparats or bladders, and
(2) Watch glaaaea.
The following Itema were Included In alx of the state 
llata studied: (1) Aquaria, (2) Balance acalea, (3) Bell
jara, (4) Bottles, wide mouth, (5) Flasks, (6) Petri diahea,
(7) Prepared microscopic alidea, (8) Section razors or 
microtomes, (9) Teat tube stands, (10) Triangular files, 
and (11) Wire gauze squares.
The following Items were Included In five of the 
atate llata studied: (1) Dennlaon labels, (2) Evaporating
diahea, (3) Inaect killing bottlea, (4) Mortar and peatle 
aeta, and (5) Pipettea.
The following Items were Included in four of the 
atate llata studied: (1) Absorbent cotton, (2) Candles,
(3) Charta, and (4) Mason jara.
The following Itema were Included In three of the 
atate llata studied: (1) Animal cages, (2) Glass tumblers,
(3) Insect neta, (4) Inaect spreading boards, (5) Thistle 
tubea, and (6) Water batha.
The largest single group of equipment waa found to 
be mentioned In eight of the llata. If one wore to eatab- 
llah a criterion for choice of all Items included in six 
or more of the atate llata, probably a sizable segment of
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STATES ANSIŒRING I%UIRT AND AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE 
FOR EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Agency responsible
State State Local Local Text Not
List Administrator Teacher Book Specified
Alabama X
Arkansas X
California X
Colorado X
Connecticut X
Florida X
minois X
Indiana X
Kansas X
Louisiana X
Maine X
Massachusetts X
Michigan X
Minnesota X
Mississippi X
Missouri X
Nebraska X
Nevada X
New Hampshire X
New Jersey X
New Mexico X
North Carolina X
North Dakota X
Ohio X
Oklahoma X
Oregon X
Rhode Island X
South Carolina X
South Dakota X
Tennessee X
Texas X
U. S. Off. of Ed. X
Utah X
Vermont X
Virginia X
Washington X
West Virginia vX
Wyoming X
Montana X
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TABLE VIII
ITEMS INCLUDED IN THREE OR MORE STATE EQUIPMENT LISTS®"
_____________ Item of Equipment_______ Number of liata^
Absorbent cotton......................... 4
Animal cages............................. 3
Aquaria ................................  6
Balance acalea........................... 6
Battery jars............................. 8
Blank microscopic slides................ 8Be ak e r a..........   8
Bell j a r a ................................6
Bottlea, wide mouth ...................  6
Burners, Bunaen or alcohol.............. 8
Candles ................................  4
Charta............................. . . , 4Cover glaasea........................... 8
Dennison l a b e l s ............   5
Diaaecting p a n s ......................... 8
Diaaecting s e t s ......................... 9Evaporating diahea....................... 5
Filter paper............................. 8
Flasks.................................... 6
Funnels ................................  9
Glass p l ates............................ 6
Glass tubing............................. 8
Glass tumbler a........................... 3
Graduates, cylindrical. . . .  ......... 8
Inaect killing bottles. .............  , 5
Insect n e t s ............................. 3
Insect p l n a ............................. 8
Inaect spreading boards ...............  3
Mason jars................................4Microscopes, compound or single . . . .  8
Mortar and peatle seta...................5
Oamoaia apparata or bladders............ 7
Petri diahea............................. 6
Pipettea ..............................  5
Prepared microscopic slides ........... 6
Preserved apeclmena . . .    . 8
Ring s t a n ds.....................   9
Rubber stoppers ........................ 9
Rubber tubing .......................... 9Section razors or microtomes............ 6
Test tubea................................9Teat tube brushes....................... 9
Teat tube clamps.  ................ 8
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TABLE VIII(Continued)
ITEMS INCLUDED IN THREE OR MORE STATE EQUIPMENT LISTS
________Item of Equipment________ Number of Llata_______
Test tube stands  ...................6
Thermometers..........   8
Thistle tubes........................... 3
Triangular files , ...................  6
Tripod magnifiers....................... 8
Watch glasses........................... 7
Water baths.  ......................... 5
Wire gauze squares ...................  6
Data for this table were taken from nine state 
equipment lists as follows: Arkansas, Mississippi, Nebras­
ka, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, West 
Virginia, Wyoming.
^ Data for this table were taken only from the re­
quired portion of the atate equipment lists.
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all the eaaentlal equipment needa of a biology course would 
be met. The itema mentioned here were taken from the re­
quired portion of the atate lists.
If all the itema mentioned in at least three atate 
lists are examined from the standpoint of which are recom­
mended in sufficient quantity to provide one per two or 
four student team, the lists shows in Table IX ia developed. 
However, the individual apparatus itema such as alcohol or 
bunaen burners, diaaecting pans and seta, and tripod magni­
fiers are included. With the exception of these items, the 
list consista mainly of glassware, hardware, and rubberware, 
The viaual aids such as aquaria, charts, and microscopes 
Eire excluded. Of course, these items are just as essential 
aa many of the others, but with the possible exception of 
the microscope, need not be included on a per two or four 
student basis to achieve their purpose.
Coats of equipment in state lists. Six of the state 
equipment lists offered detailed price lists of their recom­
mended equipment. Since the number of students recommended 
for varied, per pupil costa would provide a clearer picture 
for comparison. Even thia figure must be viewed with cau­
tion, since the price lists were developed at different 
times within the last fourteen years, and prices have 
changed considerably over this period. Possibly the only 
method to equate these prices would be to correlate the 
coats with price indices at their publication dates. The
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TABLE IX
ITEMS IMCLHDED IN THREE OR MORE STATE LISTS IN LARGE 
ENOUGH QUANTITY FOR ONE PER TWO-STUDENT TEAM 
AND PER FOUR-STUDENT TEAM®-
Item of Equipment Number of lists includingTwo-stud. team Four-stud. team
Battery jars ............. 7 7
Beakers ................. 8 8
Bell jars................. 4
Blank microscopic slides . • e • 8 8Bottles, wide mouth, . . . • e « 6 6Burners, bunsen or alcohol # * # 7 7Candles. . . . . . . . . . 4 4
Cover glasses............. 8 8
Dennison labels........... 5 5
Dissecting pans. . . . . . 8 8
Dissecting sets........... 8 8
Evaporating dishes . . . . 5 5
Filter paper ............. 8 8
Flasks ................... 6 6
Funnels................... 5 8
Glass d a t e s ............. 4
Glass tumblers ........... 3 3
Graduates, cylindrical . . 4 5
Insect killing bottles . . 4 4
Insect pins............... 8 8
Mason J a r s ........... 4 4
Petri dishes . . . . . . . • • • 6 6
Prepared microscopic slides * e # 6 6Preserved specimens. . . . 8 8
Ring stands............... 6 8
Rubber stoppers........... 9 9
Test tubes ............... 9 9
Teat tube brushes......... 6
Test tube clamps ......... 6 7
Test tube stands ......... 3 4
Thermometers ............. 4
Thistle tubes............. 3
Tripod magnifiers......... 7 7
Watch glasses............. 7 7Wire gauze squares . . . . 5 5
Data for this table were taken from nine state e- qulpment lists as follows; Arkansas, Mississippi, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, West Vir­
ginia, V/yoming.
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TABLE X
COSTS OP E^niPMENT IH RECOmENDED STATE LISTS
State Total Coat of H a t
Claaa alze 
apecifled
Per pupil 
cost
Arkansas 
South Dakota 
West Virginia 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 
Wyoming
 ̂84.49 
155.39 
301.65 
377.36 
516.13 
683.83
8 students 
12 students 
12 students 
8 students 
12 students 
12 students
#10.56
12.95
25.14
47.1743.01
56.99
Average #353,14 11 students #32.64
Data for this table were taken from those states 
which offered detailed price lists.
^ Per pupil costa were computed on only the required 
or essential portion of the equipment list.
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valua calned from such a computation would not be sufficient 
to Justify the time and money expended. The average per 
pupil coat of $32.64 ia probably a little low for today.
Costa of equipment included in questionnaire inven­
tory. Coats for a majority of the items found in Table XI 
were found in the 1951-52 catalog of the General Biological 
Supply House (Turtox). In all caaea, economy waa a major 
criterion in the choice of prices. There waa no Pyrex 
flaaaware included. In those itema,where more than one 
also would be uaed in the biology laboratory, average of 
prices for all aizea waa taken with the exception of beak­
ers, flaaks, and cylindrical graduates, in which aizea only 
up to 500 cc. were considered. The cheaper type of compo­
sition blackboard waa uaed rather than the more expenaive 
slate. Chart caaea were not included since they can easily 
be made in the achool ahop. Paper, instead of clay, flower 
pota were chosen. Glaaa tubing of the medium diameters 
were chosen; i.e., 3 to 12 mm, outside diameter. The coat 
for rental filma waa arrived at from the practice in Montana 
of the smaller high achool contributing fifty dollars per 
year to the State Film Library for purchase of new, and 
replacement of worn out filma. Price quotation for supple­
mentary texts ia an average for several of the common texts 
In specialized fields such aa pathology, ecology, entomolo­
gy, zoology, botany, etc. Information on coat of the work 
table, obtained from the maintenance engineer of Montana
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COSTS OP ITEMS INCLUDED IN QUESTIONNAIRE
66
INVENTORY
Item of Equipment Unit Coat
Alcohol lamp # .75
Aquarium and living materials 7.25
Aabestoa mat .25
Balance scale 18.75
Battery jar 1.60
Beaker (Average of all sizes up to 500 cc.) .37
Bell jar 7.50
Bottle, wide mouth (Average of all sizes) .09
Burner, bunaen 1.60
Blackboard, aquare foot .47&
Candle, parafin .05
Chart, tripod type (without tripod or case) .55
Chart, wall type (without case) .55
Clamp, pinch .20
Clamp, teat tube .20
Cover glasses, microacope, ounces 3.15
Cotton, absorbent, amall package .85
Dissecting pans 1.50
Diaaecting aeta 2.15
Dried plant specimens (For ten students) .60
Drying oven 52.25
Evaporating dish (Average of all aizea) 1.87Field glass, double eyepiece 27.00Flasks (Average of all aizea to 500 cc,) .58
Flower pot, paper .06
Graduate, cylindrical (Average up to 500 cc. ) 3,05
Glass tubing, pound (Average four sizes) 1.40Hot plate 13.00Inaect box .63
Inaect killing bottle .60
Insect net 2,15Litmus paper, vial .12
Magnifier, tripod 1.15Magnifier, hand .90Microacope, compound 136.50
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TABLE XI (Continued)
COSTS OF ITEIviS INCLUDED IN QUESTIONNAIRE INVENTORY
 Item of Equipment_______________________ Unit Coat
Microacope, single eyepiece # 52 .50Microacope, diaaecting 5.00Microprojector 221 .00Microacopic slide, blank .01Microscopic slide, prepared ,85
Model, anatomical 50 .00Mortar and peatle set 1 .55Oamoaia bladder or membrane .20Petri diah (Average of all aizea .58Pipette (Average of all sizes) 1 .25
Plant press, blotter type 4 .20Projector, movie 400 .00Projector screen 26 .00
Projector, slide or flimatrip 98 .50
Razor blade .01
Rental film, state library (per year) 60 .00
Ruler, metric and English .15
Sandpaper, sheet .01Seeda, all kinds, pound .50
Skeleton, human 225 .00
Soil specimen .60
Specimen, preserved, for dissection .60
Specimen, preserved, for observation .75Slide, projector, ground glaaa .12
Film atrip 7.50
Sterilizer, ateam 20 .75Supplementary text 3 .00Teat tube (Average of all aizea) .08Teat tube brush .17Teat tube rack 1 .50
Thistle tube .17Thermometer, F and C 2 .30Watch glass (Average of all sizea) .08Water bath 5.00Wax pencil .15
Wire gauze, square .15Worktable (8 student, non-chemical resistant) 50 .00
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State University, specified a pine top table eight feet by 
three and one-half feet, with no chemical resistant finish 
on the top.
In summary, the general purpose of this chapter has 
been to present data from three general sources concerning 
equipment recommended for the small high school; namely,
(1) Montana small high school biology teachers, (2) Members 
Of the faculty of Montana State University, and (3) Various 
state departments of education. Three general types of in­
formation were gained; namely, (1) Inventories of equipment 
in Montana high schools, (2) Opinions on the usefulness of 
various items of equipment and visual aids, and (3) Recom­
mendations of authorities and State Departments of Educa­
tion of equipment to be included in a minimal list.
In general, inventories of equipment in Montana 
small high schools do not meet the standards set forth by 
either the authorities or the State Departments of Education.
There was considerable agreement among the State De­
partments of Education on which items to include in an 
equipment list, but considerable disparity of choice as to 
the numbers recommended of each item.
There was considerable agreement among all three 
sources of information concerning the usefulness of the 
various visual aids.
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CHAPTER VI 
SmiimRY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Purpoaea of the atudy. The purpoaea of this study 
may be aummed up in six general statements aa follows :
1. To determine what itema of biology equipment 
Montana amall high achoola have.
2. To determine the opinions of Montana amall high 
school biology teachers concerning the teaching 
effectiveness of certain visual aids,
3. To determine the opinions of authorities. In­
cluding state departments of education, concern­
ing a recommended H a t  of biology equipment for 
a amall high school biology course,
4. To determine the opinions of authorities concern­
ing the teaching effectiveness of certain visual 
aids.
5. To develop, after the flrat four purposes have 
been served, a minimal H a t  of biology equipment 
which can help achieve the objectives of a 
biology course.
6. To keep the expense of this biology equipment 
list low enough to fit the limited finances of 
a small high school.
Procedure. Questionnaires were sent to all of the
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Montana high achoola having an enrollment of 275 or leaa. 
Interviewa were conducted with five membera of the Montana 
State University achool of Natural Sciences faculty. In­
quiries were sent to the State Departments of Education of 
the forty-eight atatea, and the U.S. Office of Education. 
Data from theae sources were compared and analyzed to de­
termine the inadequacies of the present inventories in Mon­
tana amall high achoola, euid what items of equipment are 
recommended for inclusion in a minimal list of equipment 
for the amall high achool biology course.
Findings. The findings indicate that, in general, 
Montana small high school biology equipment inventories do 
not meet the standards set forth by a majority of state de­
partment equipment lists, aa determined by a study of equip­
ment items common to many of the lists. Furthermore, the 
findings indicate that considerable numbers of equipment 
items are generally accepted by authorities aa essential to 
the amall high achool biology course, and conversely, the 
findings indicate that there is general agreement among 
authorities and high achool biology teachers concerning the 
learning effectiveneaa of various visual aids.
Conclusions
Limitations of the present study. Before stating 
any conclusions, the writer wishes to call attention to the 
fact that the present study is limited in two respects;
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namely, (1) Since considerable of the data were obtained in 
Montana, and from small schools only, the results have ap­
plication only in comparable situations or areas, (2) Since 
school enrollments may fluctuate considerably over a period 
of years, recommendations in this paper are given for an 
average enrollment only, and have application for those 
classes having enrollments near this average. Some small 
schools in Montana might have a biology enrollment of 
thirty-five students one year and only five the next. Such 
fluctuations are not provided for in this paper. (3) The 
portion of the questionnaire dealing with the achool inven­
tories was completely objective, but that portion dealing 
with the ranking of the visual aid items was very subjec­
tive, and the results might possibly vary over a period of 
time, depending on the attitude of the teacher at the time 
the questionnaire was received.
Conclusions. The following conclusions are drawn 
from the results of the study of the small Montana high 
schools :
1, Montana small high school biology equipment 
inventories are generally too inadequate to 
serve their purpose of helping to achieve the 
objectives set forth for a biology course.
2. Shortages in biology equipment of the small 
Montana high schools are least apparent in the 
following categories; (1) Glassware,
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(2) Hardware, and (3) Rubberware,
3. Shortages in biology equipment of the small 
Montana high schools are most apparent in the 
following categories; (1) visual aids, (2) 
classroom utilities such as worktable space and 
equipped experimentation desks, (3) project ac­
tivities such as field trips, and (4) student 
experimentation supplies such as preserved and 
dried specimens, dissection equipment, and mount­
ing equipment.
4. Certain of the shortages would seem to be due to 
teaching the science program in outdated rooms 
and laboratories not constructed to meet present 
day needs.
The following conclusions are drawn from the results 
of the study of the opinions of authorities concerning e- 
quipment for the small high school biology course ;
1. General agreement exists among authorities con­
cerning the inclusion in a recommended list of 
equipment items in the following categories :
(1) glassware, (2) hardware, (3) rubberware,
(4) dissection and mounting equipment and sup­
plies, and (5) observation equipment such as 
microscopes and magnifiers.
2. No general agreement exists among authorities 
concerning the inclusion of various visual aids
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In a recommended liat of equipment,
3 , General agreement exists among authoritiea con­
cerning many of the objectives to be achieved in 
a biology course.
Recommendations. The primary purpose of this paper 
has been to develop a list of biology equipment for the 
small high school. For this reason, the list is included 
at this point, in conclusion, rather than in the chapter 
on the Treatment of Data. The list is divided into two 
parts ; namely, (1) Individual Apparatus, and (2) General 
Classroom Apparatus. Individual Apparatus, in general, in­
cludes those items used by the students to perform individ­
ual experimentation such as dissection. General classroom 
apparatus includes those items usee by the class as a vrtiole 
for demonstration work and visual aids. In the majority of 
classroom situations, the Individual Apparatus items should 
be issued to the student teams at the beginning of the 
school year, and be kept in individual student drawers if 
possible,
Equipment recommendations on this and the following 
pages are intended for a class of fourteen students. This 
appears to be about the average of enrollments recommended 
for in the literature studied, and is near the Montana 
average for small schools, which is about fifteen.
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TABLE XII
INDIVIDUAL APPARATUS REGOMICENDED FOR A BIOLOGY CLASS
OP FOURTEEN STUDENTS.
Item of Equipment NumberRecommended
Unit
Cost
Cumulative
Cost
Beaker, with lip, 250 cc 7 1 .30 ^ 2.10Battery jar, 4“ x 5” 7 1.45 12.25
Evaporating diah, porcelain 7 1.30 21.35Watch glaaa, Syracuse, 65 mm 7 .22 22.89Flaak, Erlenmeyer, 500 cc 7 .75 28.14
Magnifier, tripod, double lena 7 1.15 36.19Dissecting pan 7 1.50 46.69Dissecting set 7 2.15 61.74Riker mount, 4" x 5" 14 .55 69.44
The glassware itema included in the Individual Ap­
paratus liat alao may be found in the General Claaaroom 
Apparatus liat inasmuch aa theae itema are alao used for 
general claaaroom demonstration and experimentation. Aa 
shown by the number of itema mentioned in the above liat, 
students are expected to work in pairs on all individual 
experimentation. Several of the state department liata of 
equipment recommended that studenta be required to purchase 
the Riker mounts.
TABLE XIII
GENERAL CLASSROOM APPARATUS RECOMMENDED FOR A BI­
OLOGY CLASS OP FOURTEEN STUDENTS.
Item of Equipment „ Number Recommended ■'Uni'tCost
Cumulative"
Cost
Aquarium, 4 gal, capacity 
Balance scales 
Battery jara
Blank microscopic slides
1
1
2
144
$ 6.0018.75
1.60
.01
# 6.00 24.75 
27.95 
29.39
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TABLE XIII (Continued)
GENERAL CLASSROOM APPARATUS RECOîvMENDED FOR A BI­
OLOGY CLASS OF FOURTEEN STUDENTS,
Item of Equipment R e c ^ e n d e d UnitCoat
Cumulative
Coat
Beakers, all sizes 12 .37 $ 33,83
Beakers, Pyrex, all sizes 6 ,50 36.83
Bell jars 1 7.50 44.33Bottles, wide mouth 6 .09 44.87Burners, Bunsen or alcohol 8 1,60 57.67Charts, biology, set of 30 1 16.50 74.17
Cover slips 1 oz 3.15 77.32
Dennison labels 144 ,003 77.75
Evaporating dishes, porcelain 2 1,87 81.49Filter paper 1 box .60 82.09Flasks, Erlenmeyer, 250-1000 cc 4 .58 84.41Funnels, glass 4 .50 86.41
Glass plates 6 .15 87.31
Glass tubing, all sizes 1 lb. 1.40 88.71Graduates, cylindrical, 100 cc 1 3.05 91.76
Insect killing bottles 4 .60 94.16
Insect nets 2 2.15 98.46
Insect pins 300 .008 100.86Insect spreading boards 1 .95 101.81Mason jars, 1 pint 6 .07 102.23Microscopes, compound 3 136.50 511.32Mortar and pestle sets 1 1.55 512.87
Osmosis bladders 4 ,20 513.67Petri dishes. Pyrex 10 .58 519.47
Pipettes 3 1.25 523.22
Prepared microscopic slides 40 .85 557.22
Preserved specimens, dissection 35 .60 578.22
Preserved specimens, observation 48 .75 614.22
Ring stands and rings 8 4.75 652.22
Rubber stoppers, all sizes 50 .04 654.22
Projector, movie 1 400.00 1054.22
Projector, slide and filmstrip 1 98.50 1152,72Rubber tubing, all sizes 12 ft. .15 1153,52
Section razors 12 .01 1153.64Test tubes, all sizes 40 .08 1156.84
Test tube brushes 10 .17 1157.54Test tube clamps 10 ,20 1159.54Medicine droppers 10 .37 1160.24Test tube stands 4 1.50 1166.24Thermometers, F. and C, 4 2.30 1175.44Thistle tubes, 30 cm, long 4 .17 1176.12
Triangular files 3 .30 1177.02
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TABLE XIII (Continued)
GENERAL CLASSROOM APPARATUS RECO&ÏMENDED FOR A
BIOLOGY CLASS OF FOURTEEN STUDENTS
Item of Equipment NumberRecommended UnitCost
Cumulative
Cost
Watch glaaaea 3 1̂ .08 $1177.26Water batha 2 5,00 1187.26
Wire gauze squares 8 .15 1188.46
Blackboard area, aq, ft. 50 1.35 1255.96Field trips, per year 10
Flower pota, paper 30 .06 1257.76
Plant presses, blotter type 2 4.20 1266.16
Rental filma, per year 10Rulera, metric and English 8 .15 1267.36
Science magazines 2 3.00 1273.36Worktable space, students 14 18.75 1535.86
Although, the total coat of all Items might aeem to 
be somewhat expensive for a amall high achool, it must be 
kept in mind that four items, which have use in other 
classes, namely; (1) Worktables, (2) Blackboard, (3) Movie 
projector, and (4) Slide and filmstrip projector, account 
for $778.50, which Is over half the total coat. Were theae 
items prorated into their proportional use in other courses, 
their coat to biology would be considerably leas. If the 
amount of $778.50 la subtracted from the total, the remaind­
er, $757.36, then divided by the number of students to get 
a per pupil coat, the result of $54.09 la rather high aa 
compared to some of the atate lists of equipment. However,
prices have risen considerably since most of theae liata
1were published.'
1 Of. ante, p. 64
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Wyoming--"Inventory and Equipment Standards for Science Laboratories for Wyoming High Schools", Wyoming State 
Department of Education Publication, Cheyenne,
W'yomlng, Î951. 30 pp.
OTHER SOURCES
Armacost, R. R., Biological Science Workshop Course Materi­
als, Montana State University, Summer, 1952.
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TABLE XIV
SCHOOLS HAVING STUDENT POPULATION OF
126 - 275a
School Student Population
F o r a y t h .............................. 127
Thompson Falls........................127
Nashua................................ 130
Choteau.............................. 131
St. Ignatius..........................138
Sunburs t .............................. 140
Port B e n t o n ..........................151
B a k e r ................................ 152
Plentywood............... ............ 155
Scobey................................ 171
Fairfield............................ 173
Shelby.  ........................190
Conrad.......................... 216
M a l t a ................................ 218
Wolf Point............................ 230
Libby . . .  -..........................236
Cutbank.............................. 267
Sidney................................  279^
^ Student population figures were taken from the 
1950-51 Montana Educational Directory.
^ When follow-up questionnaires were mailed to 
schools which did not answer the first time, a few schools 
with enrollments slightly over 275 were Included in an 
effort to gain a larger sampling of this group.
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TABLE XV
ENROLLMEOTS FOR SCHOOLS OF LESS THAN 
125 STUDENT POPULATION^
10-25 students
School Pop,
Sumatra
Broadview
Reedpoint
Arlington
Box Elder
Harrison
Hingham
Ismay
Outlook
14
19
20 
22 
22 
22
23
24
25
26-50 students
School Pop.
Moccasin 26 
Helstone 27 
Virginia City 27 
Willow Creek 27 
Antelope 32 
Brady
Frazer
Roy
Dixon
Dutton
Oilmont
Peerless
Roberts
Plevna
Bainville
Geraldine
Rudyard
Augusta
Rosebud
Rygate
32
32
33 
37 
40
40
40
40
42
45
45
48
49
50 
50
51-75 students
School Pop,
Arlee
Edgar
Dodson
Lima
Denton
Florence
Fromberg
Noxon
Chester
Park City
Opheim
Coalstrip
Richey
Sheridan
51
52
53 
53 
55 
55
55
56 
58 
60 
61
65
66 66
76-100 students
School Pop.
Stanford
Ennis
Bigfork
Belt
Darby
84
88
89
93
93
Wibaux County]00 
Lambert 100
101-125 students
School Pop.
Big Sandy 105
Plains 109
Columbus 110
Lodge Grass 112
Charlo 117
Terry 119
Jordan 124
^ Student population figures were taken from the 1950-51 Montana Educational 
Directory
Cg
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C
à8
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CD
Q.
"O
8
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Florence, Montana 
January 15, 1951
Dear Sir;
Enclosed please find an inventory list of Biological 
Equipment which might be found in high school Biology labs. 
I would appreciate your filling out the deaired information 
and returning it at your earliest convenience. This infor­
mation will help serve aa a basis for my thesis study of 
Biological Science equipment in Montana high achoola of en­
rollment of two hundred and fifty students or leaa. It is essential that this information be forwarded as soon aa 
poaalble, inasmuch aa I intend to use it while attending 
Summer Session at the University.
A year ago I did a similar study on a limited number 
of schools in Western Montana and forwarded a copy to Mr. 
William L. King of the State Department of Education. He 
commented favorably upon it and urged me to do another 
study, encompassing all schools in Montana below the above 
enrollment figure. He stated that, if the study had a suf­
ficiently broad base, he would include its results in a 
course of study for Science for Montana,
You will note that there are two copies of the inven­
tory list. This is for your convenience. By merely slip­
ping a carbon sheet between them, and filling out the de­
sired information, you will be provided with an annual 
inventory of your equipment for your own files, I believe 
my list is complete enough to cover most of the equipment 
in your lab. May I request that you retain the original, 
and forward the copy to me in the enclosed stamped and 
addressed envelope.
Thanking you, I remain
Yours sincerely.
Layton Jones
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Pleaae check the number of uaable Itema which you 
have in stock, and uae during a 1-year Biology course in 
your achool.
Place a behind the amount of each item you have, 
but which ia critically short to the point of reducing 
effectiveneaa of your program,
ITEM NO. IN STOCK
Aquarium and living materials
Alcohol lamps
Asbestos mat
Balance scales
Battery jars
Beakers, all sizes
Bell jars
Bottles, wide mouth, all sizes
Candles, parafin
Charts, wall type
Charts, tripod type
Clamps, pinch
Clamps, teat tube holder
Cover glasses, microscope, dozens
Cotton, absorbent
Dissecting pansDissecting sets
Drying ovens
Evaporating dishes, all sizes 
Field glasses, pairs 
Flasks, Erlenmyer, all sizes 
Flower pots
Graduates, cylindrical
Glass tubing, feet
Hot plates
Insect boxes
Insect killing bottles
Insect nets
Insect pins
Lenses, hand or tripod 
Litmus paper, vials
Microscope, compound or single eyepiece 
Microscope, dissecting Microprojector or seeoscope 
Microscope slides, blank 
Microscope slides, prepared 
Models, skeletons, etc.Mortar and Pestle 
Osmosis bladder or membrane Petri dishes, all sizes 
Pipettes
Projector, slide or filmstrip
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ITEM NO. IN STOCK
Razor blades
Rulers, metric and English 
Sandpaper, sheets 
Seeds, all kinds, lbs.
Specimens, preserved, zoological 
for dissection use 
Specimens, preserved, zoological 
for observation use. 
Sterilizer, steam 
Teat tubes, all sizes 
Test tube brushes 
Test tube racks 
Thistle tubes 
Thermometers, P. and C.
Watch glasses, all sizes
Water baths, e.e., tanks
Wax pencils
Wire gauze, squares
Supplementary reference texts
Slides, kodachrome or black & white
Projector, movie
Projector, screen
Science magazines
Science packets
Rental films, per year
Worktable space, students
Dried Specimens, plant
Plant presses, blotter type
Blackboard area, sq, ft.
Field trips, per year 
Soil soecimens
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Pleaae evaluate the eleven itema below from the standpoint 
of teaching effectiveneaa, numbering the moat effective aa 
number one, and the least as number eleven, etc. Use aa a 
baaia for comparison the concept of which itema produce the 
beat student response, and which do the beat job of teaching 
per claaaroom hour of uae. Pleaae rate all itema whether 
you have them or not.
Item
Seeoacope or microscopic projector
Movie projector
Slide and filmstrip projector
Charta, General Biology
Aquarium
Microscopes
Science magazines and supplementary texts 
Dissecting equipment, i.e., pans, seta, scopes 
Preserved specimens, uae and observation 
Dried specimens, skeletons, models Opaque projector
Which items of the proceeding inventory list, which you do 
not now possess, would you acquire if your budget were in­creased sufficiently?
Number
needed Item
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Enrollment and Number of Claaaea In Biology in Montana High 
Schools Under Total Enrollment of 275 pupils. Listed for 
School Year of 1951-52. Based on Part A of the Annual Re­
port to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
SECOND CLASS DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOLS
Name of School PupilsTotal NumberClasses
Auguata
Baker
Big Sandy
Bridger
Charlo
Choteau
Columbus
Conrad
Corvallis
Culbertson
Cut Bank
Darby
EnnisFairfield
Fairview
Forsyth
Fort Benton
Fromberg
Geralding
Hardin
Harlem
Harlowton
Hyaham
LibbyLodge Grass
Malta
OpheimPlentywood
PoisonPoplar
Ronan
Roundup
SacoSt. Ignatius
Scobey
ShelbySunburst
TerryThompson Falls 
Three Forks 
TroyTwin Bridges
NumberEnrolled
52 1 14163 2 18,106 1 29102 1 35116 1 11131 1 29
110 1 27222 2 30,
110 1 24
80 1 30257 2 26,94 1 24
87 1 24
177 1 15
163 1 2L
127 1 32
151 1 22
60 1 10
49 1 15
206 3 24,
147 1 15114 1 18
71 1 24
235 2 29,
113 1 17
218 1 24
62 1 24
155 2 26,
270 3 28,113 1 50
225 2 33,
139 1 2461 1 13141 1 35
168 1 24
182 2 15,
138 1 5121 1 27126 2 9,87 1 18
81 1 17
85 1 17
actually 24
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Pupils Number NumberName of School Total Claaaea Enrolled
Valier 93 1 19Victor 62 1 12miitefiah 255 2 17, 23Whitehall 131 1 32
White Sulphur Springa 86 1 12Wolf Point 227 2 27, 29
Huntley Project, Worden 109 2 15, 16
Note; There ia some probable error in reporting to
thia office. Not much, but isufficient to throw off thefinal a few pointa.
THIRD CIASS DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOLS
Pupils Number Number
Name of School Total Claaaea Enrolled
Abaarokea 112 1 5
Alberton 31 1 13
Arlee 51 1 16
Belfry 75 1 4
Bigfork 89 1 32
Boulder See County High SchoolsBox Elder 22 1 14
Broadua 80 1 20
Brockton 66 1 15
Buffalo 19 1 8Circle 122 1 30
Clyde Park 32 1 6Hogeland 16 1 8Hot Springs 90 1 17Klein 57 1 15
Kremlin 22 1 7Lavlna 27 1 10Medicine Lake 92 1 20Moccaain 26 1 6Muaaella hell 30 1 13Nashua 130 1 23Noxon 56 1 20Oilmont 40 1 22Outlook 25 1 17Plains 109 1 9Power 51 1 12Rapelje 30 1 9Rosebud 50 1 6Roy 33 1 10Rudyard 48 1 10Ryegate 50 1 14
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School Pupila Number NumberTotal Claaaea Enrolled
Saco 15 1 13Savage 53 1 12
Shepherd 64 1 13
Simma 115 1 17Stanford 84 1 11
St. Regia 36 1 15Sumatra 14 1 4
We athy 63 1 17Willow Creek 27 1 14
Wilaall 28 1 28 (Given inconjunction with a fusion coura
in Engliah) 16Winifred 44 1
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School
COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS
No, In No,
School Claaaea
No. in 
Claa 363
Beaverhead
Dillon
BroadwaterTownsend
CarterSkalaka
Garfield
Jordan
GranitePhilipsburg
Jefferson 
Bould er
LincolnEureka
Sweet Grass
Big Timber
V^ibauxWibaux
210
210
125
90
60
71
162
189
100
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
26, 30, 22
25 
21 
32 
27 
24
26
22, 23 
27
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Box 44DOX
Florence, Montana 
June 26, 1952
Dear
In partial fulfilment of the requirements for a 
master * 3 thesis at the University of Montana, I 
am preparing a recommended list of equipment 
for a one-year course in biology. I am working 
with the State Department of Education on this 
project, and it la hoped that this list will be 
helpful to them. As you know, most of the schools 
in Montana have low enrollments. I am therefore 
attempting to prepare a recommended list for the 
small high school with an enrollment leas than 
300 students. If you have developed a recom­
mended list of equipment of a one-year course in 
biology in your state, would you mail me a copy?
Thanking you for your help and interest, I remain
Very sincerely yours.
Layton P. Jones
Asa *t. Supt. of Schools
Florence, Montana
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FEDER AL S E C U R ITY  AG ENCY
OFFICE OF EDUCATION ^
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
July 3, 1952
Mr, Layton F, Jones
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Florence, Montana
Dear Mr, Jones:
Your form letter concerning the development of a list of 
equi|anent for a one-year course in biology for small high schools 
has come to my attention.
We have made no effort to develop such a listing. Some years 
ago Professor Prevo Whitiker, University High School, University of 
Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana, assisted in the development of a 
listing which the National Association of Biology Teachers suggested 
as representative of what hi^ schools in the United States con­
sidered appropriate, I suggest that you write to him for his ideas. 
Dr. W. Edgar Martin, here in the Office of Education, has completed 
a stu(%r of biology teaching; and you may also be able to get some 
suggestions from him.
"When you have completed your study, I hope that you will 
bring your findings to our attention so that we may be able to 
help others with this problem.
Since: yours.
Philip G, Johnson
Specialist for Science 
Secondary School Section
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A S S O C I A T E  D E P U T I E S
P H I L I P  A. A N N A S  
a ec a N O A R v c o u c a t io m
H O W A R D  L. B O W E N
ELEMENTARV CDUCATtOM
D I R E C T O R  O F  F I N A N C E  
F R E D  L. K E N N E Y
Mr. Layton F. Jones
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Box Uk
Florence, Montana 
Dear Mr. Jones:
In 1951 our Department published a curriculum bulletin "Science 
Education for Maine Secondary Schools," a copy of which I am sending 
you under separate cover. This bulletin does not, however, include 
a list of equipment for the biology department. Such a list would 
be helpful, and when yours is completed we would appreciate receiving 
a copy.
FA:ES 
Sep.CoV,
Sincerely yours.
Associate Deputy foj
Annas 
econdary Education
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G e n e v i e v e  S o u i R E S
D e p u t y  S u p c r in t e n o c n t
C. R. A N D E R S O N
ADMINiBTRATIVE A ae iBTAN T
S t a t e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f . P u b l i c  I n s t r u c t i o n
HEIÆNA, MONTANA
December 15, 1949
Mr. Layton F. Jones 
715 Rollins St.
Missoula, Montana
Dear Mr. Jones:
Thank you for your thoughtfulness in sending me a cony of 
your fine professional paper on biological science equipnent. 
Some of our department heads have reviewed the paper with 
interest and commendation. I believe that what you have 
done is most worth-while, and that it presents a fair picture 
of what I have observed personally in my visits to nearly 
half of our Montana high schools.
May I refer requests for information on this subject to 
your paper in the future? I shall keep this copy on file 
for the many references which are made in this field during 
the current school year.
You have done much hard work on this paper, and the sincerity 
of your treatment of the subject is self-evident.
Most cordially yours.
William I. King 
State High School Supervisor
WIK:jl
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